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Abstract
The geometry of the carotid artery (IC) is thought to have a major role in causing blood flow related diseases in this
artery. With age, different geometrical changes are observed to occur. These changes include: diameter, bifurcation angle,
and internal carotid off-plane angle. The current study focuses on the changes that happen to the off-plane angle of the
internal carotid artery to investigate the hemodynamic parameters that are thought to lead to the formation of plaques and
atherosclerosis in this artery. Physiological values found in literature are used to compare vorticity and velocity fields for
elderly and young people. Steady, three dimensional CFD computations were performed. Inlet velocity of 0.3 mm/sec, with
no slip boundary conditions and rigid walls are used. The results showed that as the age or off-plane increases, the flow
abnormalities and vorticity values increase. At the apex, the velocity values were the maximum near the inner wall, while at
the mid and in the second half of the sinus, the velocity values were minimal and show back flow with higher values of
vorticities. These results of the current study indicated that as the off-plane angle increases, as in elderly people, diseases of
blood flow, such as atherosclerosis and unfavorable plaques, have higher probability to occur in such complicated artery.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved

Keywords: Carotid artery, aging, internal carotid off-plane angle, vorticity, velocity magnitude, atherosclerosis, plaques;

1. Introduction
Cardiovascular system is the system that is responsible
for blood supply to different living tissues through blood
circulation. Blood flow through this system is associated
with many diseases that might cause insufficient blood
supply, or lead to more complicated cases, such as strokes,
heart attacks, and atherosclerosis. (1) Both experimental and
numerical studies have shown that the initiation and the
growth of cardiovascular diseases is not random. Regions
with secondary flows, higher vorticities, and abnormal
shear stress values are thought to promote more cell
damage, deconstruction, and growth in the vessel lumen. (1)
One of the geometrical, critical, regions in the
cardiovascular system is the carotid artery that provides
brain and face with blood. The presence of the branching
with the, normally, local dilation in the internal carotid
artery (sinus) makes its geometry as one of the most
complicated and favorable geometries that are thought to
cause flow abnormalities that associated with atherogenic
and atherosclerosis in this part of the arterial tree. (1)

* Corresponding author e-mail: thakir2000@hu.edu.jo

1.1. Carotid Artery Related Diseases:
The preliminary stage of atherosclerosis and plaque
formation is the presence of lipids in the vascular wall
caused by sub endothelial retention of lipoproteins. High
plasma concentrations of LDL-c (low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol) and low plasma concentrations of HDL-c
(high-density lipoprotein cholesterol) are each independent
risk factors for the development of such diseases. (2) LDL
has been shown to be the major carrier of cholesterol and
the main atherogenic lipoprotein for atherosclerosis. In
addition to concentrations of LDL and HDL in systemic
circulation, some physical and fluid mechanical factors
play an important role in the development of
atherosclerotic plaques through the activation of blood
constituents and endothelial cells. (2) The surface
concentration of LDL is locally elevated in regions of
fluctuated flow and fluctuated shear stress, which causes
more flow abnormalities and provides a favorable
condition for the formation of atherosclerosis and
aggregated plaques. (2) Studies on flow dynamics in the
carotid artery have demonstrated that laminar flow is
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disturbed at carotid bifurcation regions. The greatest
plaque accumulation typically occurs on the outer wall of
the proximal segment of the sinus of the internal carotid
artery, in the region of the lowest wall shear stress. (1,2) The
intimal thickness is the least on the flow divider side at the
junction of the internal and external carotid arteries where
wall stress is the highest. (3)
Experimentally, it was reported that atherosclerosis is
the beginning of most of the diseases in brain that related
to the blood flow, as more studies have demonstrated that
occlusive thrombus triggered by plaque rupture is one of
the major determinants of ischemic stroke in patients
affected by carotid atherosclerotic disease. (4) The majority
of ischemic strokes seem to result from embolization from
an atherosclerotic plaque or acute occlusion of the carotid
artery and propagation of the thrombus distally rather than
static occlusion. The explanation for the low rate of total
occlusions in carotid plaques is most likely related to high
flow rates that limit thrombotic occlusions, unless there is
severe luminal narrowing caused by repeated plaque
ruptures. (5)
Due to the travelling parts of thrombus plaque from the
carotid artery to the small arteries of the brain, which
affects directly the hippocampus which is the part of the
brain that is vital for learning and memory, particularly
converting your short-term memory into long-term. (6) This
part of the brain, also, helps human comprehend spatial
relationships and navigate the world around him.
Consequently, hippocampus is one of the first parts of the
brain that suffers damage from plaques and tangles that
light lead to Alzheimer's or paralysis diseases.
Furthermore, clinical studies of the association of
atherosclerosis risk factors and dementia have shown
positive associations between dementia and carotid
atherosclerosis. (6)
1.2. Flow Abnormalities in the Carotid Artery:
The unique geometry of the carotid artery has been
correlated to the higher chances of formation of, mainly,
atherosclerosis and the un-preferable plaques in this artery
which might lead to strokes. As can be seen in figure 1,
carotid artery combines branching, curvature, and blubbing
(or dilation). All these geometrical complications cause to
change the uniform, laminar flow upstream the apex into a
turbulent - like, non-uniform flow downstream the internal
and the external carotid arteries. (7) Such abnormalities are
associated with abnormal shear stress values and higher
vorticity values which will lead to cell deconstruction and
proliferation. (8)

Figure 1. The geometry of the carotid artery

Vital cells as platelets, red blood cells, and endothelial
cells are highly sensitive to the variation and abnormal
fluctuations in the shear stress values. For example,
Gnasso at el. (1996) have indicated the normal shear stress
in human circulation is between 3.1 to 29.5dynes/cm2. (9)
In their study, Harish Shankaran at el (2002) have
demonstrated that platelet activation occurs at 83
dynes/cm2 value of shear stress. (10) Moreover, endothelial
cells are used to be exposed to values of shear stress of
29.5 to 3.1 dynes/cm2, higher or lower values of shear
stress are, experimentally, observed to injure these cells,
cause aggregation, growth, and proliferation new cells in
the lumen of the blood vessel.(11, 12) More over, in the case
of the negative pressure, recent experimental studies have
indicated that these cells are showing higher trend to
growth toward the internal of the artery lumen, causing the
formation of un-preferable plaques in this area. (12)
On the other hand, experimental measurements of flow
parameters, mainly shear stress and vorticities, in a scale
of human carotid artery model have been conducted using
different techniques such as: laser Doppler anemometry
and MRI techniques. (13-18) The results of such studies are
considered as a spark for many researchers to carry new
in-vivo and in vitro experimental works or computational
studies. In many cases, scientists tend to match
experimental results with those that can be obtained from
computational fluid dynamics simulations (CFD). (19,20)
These recent studies aimed at defining the regions of high
and low stress regions or the regions of diseases initiation.
As a result of these efforts, two theories have been
adapted. The first one, which appeared early in 1960s, has
mentioned that the main cell damage, deconstruction, and
growth in the carotid artery resulted from the low shear
stress values. (1) Based on their in vivo observations, and
depending on different imaging techniques, they clearly
found that more cells deposition and plaque formation is
occurred on the external wall of the internal carotid artery.
(1)
Such regions are usually are associated with low shear
stress values. Furthermore, they clearly stated that such
low shear stress values are combined with both higher
vorticities and negative pressure values. Such conditions
are responsible to increase the residence and exposure time
of the cells in such abnormal flow regime areas. (1)
Contradicting to the low shear stress theory, newer
researchers performed more intensive in vitro experiments
using flow regimes and geometries, similar to those that
could be found in the physiological carotid artery. (1) In
their results, they have mentioned that the cells are more
sensitive to high shear stress values than lower shear stress
values. More cell damage and deconstruction were
observed to occur in the apex of the internal carotid artery,
where higher blood streams and shear stress values are
observed. Based on that, they conclude that diseases in the
carotid artery are initially appeared in the high shear stress
values then it develops there. (1)
In the last two decades, these two theories were studied
intensively. More concern and attention were given to the
low shear stress theory. Many researchers have reported
that accumulative effect of flow abnormalities on both
blood constituents and endothelial cells is more critical
than the instantaneous effect of abnormal values. Cells
need to stay for a certain and longer time to get activated
and start to from clots and plaques. The presence of
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vorticities causes them to be exposed more to the abnormal
flow values, and hence abnormal growth in such areas. (21)
One of the major geometrical issues that has been
reported to affect the flow abnormalities in the carotid
artery is the bifurcation angle between the internal and the
external carotid arteries and the plane off angle. In their
work, Thomas et al. (2005) and Jeon et al. (2017)
accomplished a statistical study between the old and young
people to investigate the differences between the geometry
of the carotid artery between young and old people using
MRI imaging technique. (4, 21) In their findings, they show
that young people have, almost, uniform shape with little
or no curvature in their carotid artery. While old people,
they reported that carotid artery has a non-uniform with
curvature rates occur in the internal carotid artery. (21) In
numbers, they mentioned that the bifurcation angle for
young people has an average of 48.5o people while it has
an average value of 63.6 o for elderly people. On the other
hand, they reported that the plane off angle for young
people is almost 0o while it's around 16o for elderly ones.
These variation in shape between the young's and elders'
carotid artery may be related to the reason why the
cerebral vascular accident occurrence in the elder has
higher probability than young. (4, 21)
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Figure 2. Model of the used carotid artery that shows the offplane angle.

1.3. Objectives
The current work utilized CFD simulations to
investigate the influence of off-plane angle variation on the
flow parameters of the fluid, mainly velocity and vorticity
fields. Off-plane angles of 0o, 5o, 10o, and 15o will be used.
More focus will be given to the flow patterns in the sinus
of the internal artery. As mentioned earlier this normal
dilatation is thought to be the most critical place where
more brain diseases start at. Computational models are
built based on the geometries found in literature. (4, 21)
FLUENT-ANSYS software is used to create the mesh,
identify boundary and initial conditions, and solve flow
equations.

2.2. Governing equations, boundary, and initial
conditions:
The governing equations include the incompressible
equations of mass and momentum conservation given by:

ux
uy

0
x
y

(1)

(2)

2. Methodology

Parameter

Diameter (mm)

Length (mm)

CCA Diameter

8

47

ICA Diameter

5.5536

60

Here, ux, uy,and uz are the velocity along, x, y, and zdirections.  is the blood density,  is the blood viscosity.
For the boundary conditions, the vessel walls are
prescribed as rigid walls with no slip boundary condition.
At the inlet, the velocity specified to be 0.3mm/s. At the
outlet, the standard outflow condition is applied, i.e., the
velocities are linearly extrapolated and corrected to be
consistent with global mass conservation and a Neumann
condition is applied on the pressure. The blood is treated
as non-Newtonian homogenous fluid with density of 1060
kg/m3 and a viscosity of 0.0035 kg/m.s.(1) The iterative
technique is used to solve the above equations with initial
velocity vector of zero magnitude.

ECA Diameter

4.6224

60

3. Computational method:

major Sinus

22

minor Sinus

8

2.1. Geometry and Dimensions
Dimension and geometries reported in Thomas Et al.
2005 is used to construct the current geometry. The
dimensions are shown below in table 1. As mentioned
earlier the off-plane angles are 0o, 5o, 10o, and 15o as
shown in figure (2). (4, 22)
Table 1. Dimension of simulated carotid artery

Flow in carotid artery is simulated using finite volumebased software package ANSYS-FLUENT. The mesh is
constructed using pro-E software. Different off-plane
angles were used to simulate the flow in elderly and young
carotid arteries. Figure 3 shows the velocity magnitude
plotted versus radial location at the inlet of the sinus region
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for different mesh sizes for an off-plane angle of 0o. Grid
independency was performed for many cell numbers
starting with 353209 and ending with 583139, the
magnitude of the velocity magnitude is presented versus
the radial location of the centre plane of the carotid sinus.
As can be observed on this figure grid independency
occurred when the cell number was 436261. Consequently,
this mesh size is used for the rest of the simulations.

Figure 4. Presented planes to show simulated results.

4.1. Velocity contours

Figure 3. Mesh independency; velocity magnitude versus radial
position in the mid of the sinus plane.

4. Computational Results:
Four different IC off-plane angles have been simulated
and analyzed to study the influence of aging with the
hemodynamics of blood and carotid bifurcation.
Physiological flow conditions are applied for all cases. The
results are mainly include the velocity and vorticity
contours for different planes; three of them present the
sinus region, and one plane is the medial plane that
perpendicular on the IC such that this plane divided the IC
carotid artery into two symmetric volumes, so that the
internal and external walls of the IC artery are captured in
this plane (figure 4). Consequently, the flow changes in the
inner and the outer walls of the sinus cane be clearly
demonstrated.

(a)

(b)

Figures (5-7) shows the contours of the velocity
magnitude, for the studied off-plane angles for locations
number 1, 2, and 3 (as numbered and shown on figure 4).
For all cases, at the outer IC wall, velocity magnitude
became lower and lower, while at the internal wall of the
IC the velocity magnitude became higher and higher. Also,
in all cases velocity gradient, and hence shear stress, is
changed as off-plane angle increases.
Figure 8 shows the velocity contours for the frontal
plane of the carotid artery. Also, in this figure, values of
velocity are dependent on the off-plane angle. The
minimal velocity values occurred on the outer wall region
and decrease with increasing the off-plane angle, while
maximal values occurred near the inner walls and increase
with increasing the off-plane angle. In addition to the
inner and the outer walls, this figure shows the maximum
velocity value and magnitude occurs at the division
between the internal and the external arteries, i.e., the apex
of the carotid arteries. As can be seen in the figure, the
blood stream became higher and greater downstream the
apex or the bifurcation angle as the off-plane angle
increases.

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Velocity contours (plane 3: start of the sinus); off-plane angle of: a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

Figure 6. Velocity contours (plane 2: Mid of the sinus); off-plane angle of: a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Velocity contours (plane 1: end of the sinus); off-plane angle of: a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Velocity contours in the medial plane of the sinus with off-plane angle of: a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o

4.2. Vorticity contours:
To study flow abnormalities, vorticity contours are
plotted for different angles, different planes (figures 912).in all cases, it's clearly observed that aging is causing
strong changes in vorticity values. In all sinus planes, the
vorticity became maximal on the internal wall and minimal
on the outer walls. These values are clearly changed with
the off-plane angle. The greatest changing can be observed
in figure 11 that represents the second half of the sinus. To
get more comprehensive picture, the vorticity contours are
plotted for different angles on the frontal plane of the

carotid artery (figure 12). The results of this figure show
the trend of increasing the vorticity values near the internal
wall, and the decreasing of these values near the outer
wall. According to literature the accumulative effect of the
elevated vorticity values is thought to have a major
influence in the disease initiation in the sinus of the carotid
artery. Lower vorticity values are indication of the longer
residence time for blood constituents, like platelets and
LDL, that consider the primary cells that are responsible
for plaque formation. Also, the long residence of the LDL
can be correlated to the injuries that could happen in the
endothelial cells.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Vorticity contours (plane 3: start of the sinus); off-plane angle of : a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. Vorticity contours (plane 2: start of the sinus); off-plane angle of: a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Vorticity contours (plane 1: start of the sinus); off-plane angle of : a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. Vorticity contours in the medial plane of the sinus with off-plane angle of: a) 0o b) 5o c) 10o d) 15o
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6. Conclusions
5. Discussion
Previous statistical studies are concluded that the
coincidence of atherosclerosis, thermogenesis, and strokes
is higher for elderly than younger people. Different
reasons were reported as biological factors, stress factors,
smoking, genetics, and mechanical factors. As the current
results indicated, the unique geometry of the carotid artery
is thought to be one of the key players that has major role
in promoting mechanical factors that lead to the initiation
of such diseases.(23) The effect of the geometry is, actually,
due the direct changes that happen to the flow stream in
this artery. As well known, blood related diseases are not
random in the cardiovascular system. The areas with
branching, curvature, and sudden area changes are more
promoted to cause and create abnormal flow regimes that
have direct effect on the vital cells either in the blood itself
or the vessel wall.
According to previous experimental works that they
used different image techniques, as the human being
getting older and older three major changes can be
observed in the geometry of the carotid artery; first, the
radius of the common and the internal carotid arteries
increases with age. Second, is that the bifurcation angle
between the internal and the external carotid artery is also
increasing with age. Finally, the off-plane angle of the
internal carotid artery increases with age.
The current work is employed the CFD computations to
study the higher coincidence of brain-blood hemodynamic
diseases with aging. More focus is given to the off-plane
angle of the IC. As what was expected, the results of this
work improved that the normal changes in the off-plane
angle leads to create more flow abnormalities with higher
values. The presence of higher velocity blood stream near
the apex, means higher shear stresses there, vital cells,
mainly platelets and endothelial cells, are highly sensitive
to such values. Consequently, the formation of abnormal
plaques and atherosclerosis in such region.
In the sinus region, the formation of secondary flows
and vorticities is observed for all cases, this formation is
associated with separation and higher recirculation. All
these abnormalities are getting higher and higher with
increasing of the off-plane angle. Adjacent to the outer
wall of the sinus, such flow patterns are thought to cause
LDL, platelets, and other blood constituents to stay there
for longer time. Thus, the exposure of such cells to
abnormal shear values will cause them to get promoted,
activated, and hence the formation un-preferable plaques
there.
Post the formation of plaques and atherosclerosis in
different regions in the carotid artery, the higher blood
stream near the centerline of the sinus might cause
fragmenting of small parts of the plaque. Consequently,
dragging and moving small masses of lipids or other cells
along with the main blood stream toward cerebral arteries
in different places on the brain. Post of the sinus, the
internal carotid artery will branch into smaller arterioles
with small diameters. As the fragmented mass reaches
smaller diameter arteriole, than its dimension, it will block
this arteriole and, might cause stroke.

The current work showed that the flow complexity
increases in older people who have higher internal carotid
off-plane angle values. Consequently, higher probability of
the formation of atherosclerosis or plaques in the sinus of
the carotid artery and hence brain strokes. Referring to
literature, the results of the current study showed good
agreement with most of the previous experimental and
computational studies that have been accomplished to date.
Despite of that, more work is still needed to find a
comprehensive model and understanding the mechanism
of plaque formation under physiological conditions.
Finally, this study evoked many assumptions. For
example, all walls were treated as rigid, the blood is
treated as homogenous Newtonian fluid, and the flow
regime is assumed to be laminar steady flow. In
physiological conditions, the wall artery is distensible and
react with blood wave through dilation and constriction.
Moreover, the flow in the carotid artery is unsteady
pulsatile and not steady. Thus, more studies are still
needed to mimic the physiological flow regime with its
values in the carotid artery.
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Abstract
In the last two decades, Tunisia has witnessed a sharp increase in the number of vehicle users which gave rise to higher
road traffic noise levels especially in urban areas. This type of noise causes adverse effect on humans, such as sleeping
disorder, annoyance, hearing disorder, etc. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate traffic noise levels in populated areas in order to
highlight problematic areas, so that architects and engineers can find solutions to reduce noise impacts. This paper presents a
case study of traffic noise levels at four main roads in the city of Monastir- Tunisia and it also investigates the performance of
traffic noise models. In the first part, it is found that the measured noise is mostly due to traffic noise and its levels exceeded
the limits recommended by both the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Tunisian environmental standards. In the
second part, the study compares the performance of five known traffic noise models: Griffith and Langdon, Burgess, French
CSTB (Centre Scientifique et Technique du Batiment), Fagotti and the Italian CNR (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche). It
found that the French CSTB model outperforms the others when applied to the measured sites.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
Road traffic noise has been identified as one of the
main factors in the increase of noise pollution in urban
areas and can cause serious degradation of quality of life
[1, 2]. This problem is becoming more significant due to
the continuous increase in traffic volumes and the use of
heavy vehicles inside urban roads. In addition, the
inadequate urban planning of many cities, especially in
third world countries, makes things worse since many
residential areas and business centers are built close to the
main roads of the metropolitan without buffer zones or
adequate sound proofing [3]. The harmful impacts of road
traffic noise exposure are well-known [4]. It can include
productivity losses due to poor concentration, interference
with communication, reduction in enjoyment of activities.
Moreover, there are psychological and physiological
health effects, such as nuisance, loss of well-being, sleep
disturbance, fatigue and hearing impairment, etc [4]. Many
research studies have been conducted on road traffic noise
in many countries [5- 17]. However, very few studies have
investigated noise pollution in Tunisia, and none was done
in the city of Monastir which is a known coastal city.
Monastir is a medium size city with growing population
from 67,730 in 2002 to 93,300 in 2014 [18-19]. It has
expanded continuously in all directions in the last three
decades. The city has been subjected to daily continuing
road traffic and commercial activities due to overall
* Corresponding author e-mail: chebil8@hotmail.com

increase in prosperity, fast development, and an increase in
the economy growth. Therefore, it is important to assess
the noise level in this city. This research conducted a case
study at four main roads in the city of Monastir- Tunisia
where the traffic noise levels were collected and analyzed.
The study also investigates the performance of five
common models that are for traffic noise estimation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
some background information about noise measurements
and traffic noise descriptors and it also presents a brief
description of five well-known traffic noise models. The
methodology used in this study is described in Section 3
and the results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the last
section concludes the paper.
2. Background Information
Noise is defined as an unwanted sound that may
interfere with normal activities [20]. It may also cause
annoyance and harm to human beings [3]. However, traffic
noise is due mainly to the sound produced by vehicles’
engine, exhaust, and tires. Engine and exhaust noise are
usually dominant if vehicle speeds are under 50 km/hr,
otherwise, the tire noise is louder [20]. Thus, the traffic
noise in highways is generally dominated by tire noise,
while the traffic noise in local roadways is typically
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dominated by engine and exhaust noise. In what follows,
noise measurements and traffic noise descriptors were
discussed. It is proceeded by presenting the Tunisian
standards for noise levels. Finally, the five road traffic
noise models that are used for comparison were described,
which are namely: Griffith and Langdon, Burgess, French
CSTB (Centre Scientifique et Technique du Batiment),
Fagotti, and the Italian CNR (Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche).

Noise is measured in terms of sound pressure using
logarithmic scale with units of decibel (dB) since the range
that the human listeners can detect is very wide [3]. For
traffic noise studies, it is more common to use the Aweighted decibel (dBA) as the unit of measure in order to
best approximate the way the average person hears sounds.
Thus, the dBA scale reduces the strength of very low and
very high audio frequencies which are not audible by
humans [20]. Noise levels can range from 0 dBA, barely
audible, to about 120 dBA which is painful to human ears.
The typical range for human speech is the mid 60 dBA
range while quiet suburban environments are often in the
40 to 50 dBA range [21]. Another feature of the measured
noise is its fluctuation with time since it is never constant.
To address the changes of noise over time, traffic noise is
assessed using the equivalent sound level (LAeq) which is
defined as the average noise level over a given period of
time and it is measured in dBA [21]. When noise
measurement is taken over a time period, it is common
practice to add the measurement duration to the subscript.
For example, the symbol LAeq,1 is used to denote a 1-hour
LAeq measurement [4]. It is also possible to express the
noise levels during times of the day, such as daytime (LD),
evening-time (LE) or night-time (LN). In this paper, the
daytime is considered from 7:00 to 20:00, the evening time
is from 20:00 to 22:00 and the night-time is from 22:00 to
7:00. Based on [13], the equivalent noise level for day,
evening and night is denoted by LDEN and is defined by
1

𝐿𝐷𝐸𝑁 = 10 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 ( (13 × 10𝐿𝐷 + 2 × 10𝐿𝐸 +5 +
24

9 × 10

)

)

Table 1. Maximum permissible noise limits in Tunis for selected
areas [23]
Zones

2.1. Noise measurements and traffic noise descriptors

𝐿𝑁 +10 1/10

time periods. Based on the standards adopted by the
municipality of Tunis, the capital city of Tunisia [23],
Table 1 shows the maximum permissible limits for
selected areas. These limits are compatible with the
recommendations of World Health Organization (WHO)
[24] and will be used in the analysis.

Day

Evening

Night

Hospitals and rest areas

45

40

35

Suburban residential areas
with low road traffic.

50

45

40

Urban residential areas

55

50

45

Urban or suburban
residential areas near
important roads and with
some workshops, business
center and shops

60

55

50

Areas with commercial
activities.

65

60

55

Areas with predominantly
heavy industry.

70

65

60

2.3. Road traffic noise models
Many models were proposed for the estimation of road
traffic noise in different environments. In this study, the
performances of five well known models are compared
based on road traffic noise measurements. These models
include: Griffith and Langdon, Burgess, CSTB, Fagotti
and CNR. This section presents briefly the expression for
each model.
The Griffiths and Langdon model [25, 26] proposed the
evaluation of equivalent level starting from the percentile
level as follow:

𝐿𝑒𝑞 = 𝐿50 + 0.018(𝐿10 − 𝐿90 )2

(1)

It is the average noise exposure throughout a 24-hour
day, and it can be used to reasonably represent the
correlation of the community responses [12].
Another useful set of parameters for the traffic noise
are the n-percent noise exceeded level, Ln, which are
known as the statistical noise levels. Ln is defined as the
sound pressure level exceeded for n percent of the time,
and the widely used statistical noise levels are L10, L50 and
L90 [22]. L10 and L90 are commonly referred to as the
average maximum level and the background level
respectively [4]. L90 is also referred to an indicator of longlasting noise in a specified area [12]. In addition, many
researchers make use of the maximum and the minimum
detected sound levels, Lmax and Lmin, in their analysis [12,
13].
2.2. Standards for noise levels
Several countries have established standards for noise
levels that determine the maximum permissible limits for
equivalent sound levels in different areas and for different

Permissible limit for LAeq in
dBA

(2)

where the statistical percentile indicator are expressed
as:
𝐿10 = 61 + 8.4 log 𝑄 + 0.15 𝑃 − 11.5 log 𝑑
{ 𝐿50 = 44.8 + 10.8 log 𝑄 + 0.12 𝑃 − 9.6 log 𝑑
𝐿90 = 39.1 + 10.5 log 𝑄 + 0.06 𝑃 − 9.3 log 𝑑

(3)

Q is traffic volume in vehicles per hour and d is the
distance from observation point to center of the traffic
lane, in feet; and P is the percentage of heavy vehicles.
The Burgess model [25, 27] uses the following
expression for the sound level
𝐿𝑒𝑞 = 55.5 + 10.2 log 𝑄 + 0.3𝑃 − 19.3 log 𝑑

(4)

The CSTB model [25], suggested a predictive formula
based on the average acoustic level (L50) with the
following expression:
𝐿𝑒𝑞 = 0.65𝐿50 + 28.8
where the value of L50 is given by:

(5)
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11.9 log 𝑄 + 31.4 , for urban road and highway
with Q<1000 vehicles/hour
𝐿50 =

(6)
15.5 log 𝑄 − 10 log 𝐿 + 36 , for urban road
with buildings near the edge
{

where L is the road width, in meters, near the
measurement point.
Fagotti et al. proposed the following formula [25]
𝐿𝑒𝑞 = 10 log(𝑄𝐿 + 𝑄𝑀 + 8𝑄𝑃 + 88 𝑄𝐵𝑢𝑠 ) + 33.5

(7)

where QL, QP,QP and QBus are the traffic volumes of the
light and heavy vehicles, motorcycles and buses
respectively
For the CNR model, the equivalent sound level in dBA
is given by [25]
𝑑

𝐿𝑒𝑞 = 𝛼 + 10 log(𝑄𝐿 + 𝛽 𝑄𝑃 ) − 10 log ( ) + ∆LV +
𝑑0

∆LF + ∆LB + ∆LS + ∆LG + ∆LVB

(8)

where QL and QP represent the traffic flow in one hour
for light and heavy vehicles respectively, d0 is a reference
distance of 25 meter and d is the distance between the lane
center and the observation point on the road’s edge. The
parameters LV, LF, LB, LS, LG and LVB represent
the correction factors which depend respectively on: mean
flux velocity, presence of reflective façade near the
observation point, or in opposite direction, types of
pavement, road’s gradient and presence of traffic lights or
slow traffic. These correction factors are well defined in
[25].
3. Methodology
Traffic noise measurements were carried out along four
main important roads in Monastir: Avenue of 14 January
2011, Taieb Mhiri Avenue, Environment Avenue and
Supreme Fighter Avenue. These roads cross at the
roundabout El-Nafoura as shown in Figure 1, and they lead
to many public buildings, government and company

offices. Hence, it features high traffic flow during peak
hours, which causes significant increase in noise
emissions. In this study, zone 1 refers to the Supreme
Fighter Avenue which extends for about 600 m from the
El-Nafoura roundabout to the next main cross section.
Similarly, zone 2, zone 3 and zone 4 refer respectively to
the Avenue of 14 January 2011, Environment Avenue and
part of Taieb Mhiri Avenue. These zones extend for 600m,
3 km and 300m respectively.
The measurements of the A-weighted instantaneous
sound pressure level were made at one spot in each zone as
shown in Figure 1. The instrument used is a programmable
sound level meter of type TES-1352H made by the TES
Electrical and Electronics Corporation. It was held at a
height 1.5 m above the ground and with 2 m away from
the side of the road and at a distance not less than 1 m
away from any other reflecting object. In addition, the
microphone was pointed at the circulating vehicles and the
instrument was set on the A frequency weighting and slow
time weighting. All measurements were done during
working days and under acceptable weather conditions in
February 2017. The data are recorded at intervals of one
second and for 24 hours period for each road. For this
study, the equivalent sound level is computed for every
hour at each location in order to compare the noise
variation during one full-day. In addition, the noise
indicators LD, LE, LN and LDEN are calculated along with
L10, L50 and L90.
In order to compare the performance of the five traffic
noise models discussed earlier, measurements of the traffic
volumes, Q, and percentage of heavy vehicles, P, were
also carried out along the four zones for two periods of
time: 11:00-12:00 and 19:00-20:00. These measurements
were conducted at a distance d=5m from the center of the
roads.

Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 3

151

Zone 4

Figure 1. Map showing the four zones in the city of Monastir where the measurement were conducted [28].
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4. Results and Discussion
The first part of this section presents the results
obtained from the measured data and analyzes the
computed traffic noise level statistics. In the second part, it
investigates the performance of the five road traffic noise
models based on the measured data.
4.1. Traffic noise level statistics
The 24-hour noise levels measured in the four zones
are shown in Figure 2 along with the noise limits set by the
Tunisian environmental standards. The figure shows that
the noise levels are higher during the day specially from
07:00-8:00 and lower during the night. This is expected
since most people go to work during the day and that there
are less activities and mobility during the night. It is also
observed that the measured noise level is higher than the
Tunisian standards except during early morning around
2:00-4:00. The highest noise level is measured in zone 3
where it exceeds 75 dBA from 7:00-14:00. This is due to
higher traffic density with vehicles exceeding an average
speed of 40km/h in zone 3. However, vehicles in zones 1,
2 and 4 cannot exceed an average speed of 30 km/h since
these roads have short distances less than 600 m and there
are many shops along these roads. That explains why less
noise is observed in these streets although the traffic is
sometimes comparable to zone 3.

the day. During the evening, zone 4 has the highest level
whereas during the night the noise levels are close in all
four zones. The day-evening-night values, LDEN varies
from 71.4 to 74.3 dBA and it shows that the average noise
exposure throughout a 24-hour day is higher in zone 3.
These values are considered lower in comparison with the
measured noise levels at many cities such as Cairo [13],
Islamabad [13] and IKEJA [17].
Table 2. Computed values of LD, LE, LN and LDEN in the four
zones in dBA
LD

LE

LN

LDEN

Zone 1

72.0

66.7

62.6

72.2

Zone 2

72.2

64.7

62.9

72.3

Zone 3

75.3

66.4

63.0

74.3

Zone 4

69.4

68.1

63.0

71.4

Standard levels

60

55

50

62.14

The commonly used statistical noise levels L10, L50 and
L90 are computed for one-hour period during the afternoon
and the results are listed in Table 3. For all these levels,
zone 3 has the highest values and the sound levels exceed
81, 77.8 and 74.1 dBA for 10%, 50% and 90% of the time
respectively. To improve the environmental conditions in
zone 3, it is recommended to introduce some restrictions,
such as lowering the speed limit, and banning horns and
trucks.
Table 3. Statistical noise levels computed for one-hour period for
the four zones
L10

L50

L90

Zone 1

77.9

74.1

70.9

Zone 2

76.9

72.2

67

Zone 3

81

77.8

74.1

Zone 4

74.1

69.8

66.2

4.2. Comparison between five models for the road traffic
noise levels

Figure 2. The plots of 24-hour noise levels at four streets in
Monastir compared with Tunisian Environmental standards

The noise levels LD, LE, LN, and LDEN are shown in
Table 2 for the four zones. For the daytime noise level, LD
varies from 69.4 to 75.3 dBA and is higher than the
permissible level by 9.4 to 15.3 dB. It is also observed that
LD is higher in zone 3 than in the other zones. This is due
to higher traffic densities and higher spatial velocity in
zone 3. For the evening time, LE varies from 64.7 to 68.1
dBA and is higher than the permissible level by 9.7 to 13.1
dBA. This variation is lower than the daytime since less
traffic is observed. For the night time, LN has almost the
same value of 63 dBA in the four zones and it is higher
than the permissible level by 13 dBA. This is an indication
that the traffic density is quite low during the night and its
impact is minimal. In general, the measured noise levels
near these four streets exceed the permissible noise limits
by at least 9 dBA but not more than 15.3 dBA. This might
affect people living in the buildings and shops along these
streets. In addition, the measured noise levels in Table 2
show clearly that zone 3 has the highest noise level during

This section compares the performance of five traffic
noise models discussed in Section 2. For this purpose, the
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is used as a criterion
for selecting the model that produces minimum RMSE.
Based on the definition presented by [29], the RMSE can
be expressed as
1

2

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝐿𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿̂𝑒𝑞 )
𝑛

(9)

where 𝐿𝑒𝑞 and 𝐿̂𝑒𝑞 are the measured and the estimated
road traffic noise levels respectively. The number of
measurements is denoted by n. In order to evaluate this
equation, measurements of Q, P and Leq were conducted at
a distance d=5m from the centre of each road for two
periods of time and the outcome is shown in Table 4. The
RMSE is computed for each model using the
corresponding equations from (2) to (8) and the measured
values of Q, P and d. The result is shown in Table 5 which
clearly indicates that the CSTB model outperforms the
other four models. Therefore, the CSTB model can be used
to estimate road noise levels in Monastir based on the
available traffic data. This means, noisy areas can be
identified in this city and the relevant experts can find
solutions to reduce the impact of road traffic noise.
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Table 4. Measured values of Q, P and Leq at each zone for two
periods of time.
Time

Q

P (%)

(Veh/h)
Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Measured
Leq(dBA)

11:00-12:00

660

1.6

74.98

19:00-20:00

480

0.8

69.5

11:00-12:00

690

11.3

73.96

19:00-20:00

510

10.6

68.79

11:00-12:00

830

23.4

78.65

19:00-20:00

640

19.3

70.92

11:00-12:00

740

18.7

70.92

19:00-20:00

580

15.4

70.13

Table 5. Computed RMSE for the five traffic noise models

RMSE

Griffith
&
Langdon

Burgess

CSTB

Fagotti

CNR

2.47

1.94

1.23

3.40

2.73

5. Conclusion
This study conducted measurement of traffic noise in
four main roads in the city of Monastir. It is found that the
noise levels are generally higher than the limits set by the
Tunisian environmental standards and the WHO. In
addition, the measured noise levels show clearly that zone
3 and zone 4 have the highest noise level during the day
and during the evening respectively, whereas the noise
levels in all four zones have close values during the night
due to extremely low traffic volume. It is recommended to
introduce some restrictions, such as lowering the speed
limit, and banning horns. The study also compares
between five known traffic noise models and found that
the CSTB model outperforms the other models. As a
result, this model can be used to estimate road noise levels
in the city using road traffic data.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the issue of pool boiling heat transfer enhancement. It presents the experimental test results of
distilled water and ethanol boiling at ambient pressure on heater surfaces covered with microstructural porous copper
coatings. The coatings are made of 1 to 5 layers of fine metal meshes sintered together to form a porous structure. The
obtained values of the heat transfer coefficient from these surfaces were compared to the smooth surface test results. A
considerable enhancement of heat transfer due to the application of the analyzed additional coatings was recorded, especially
in the area of low superheat values.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
Boiling heat transfer is a phase – change phenomenon.
It is highly efficient in dissipating significant heat fluxes at
low temperature differences. Its applications in
engineering and technology are wide, and they cover areas
of refrigeration, electronics cooling, heat pipes, among
many other usages. In the design of power engineering and
energy systems, there is currently a growing need to search
for more effective methods of the removal of heat. One of
the techniques to intensify the heat exchange in phase
change processes (boiling, condensation) is the application
of additional coatings on heat exchangers. In the case of
boiling, such structures could be made in the form of metal
wire meshes, fibrous layers, flame spraying coatings and
others. They might considerably enhance boiling heat
transfer. Compared to the smooth surface, without any
coating, heat flux values for the same superheat could be
even several times higher. Up to now there exists no
efficient model of boiling heat transfer on structural
coatings that could successfully predict the performance of
a coated surface based on the physical and chemical
parameters of the system. Similarly, data on the impact of
structural parameters of the coatings found in literature is
sometimes incongruent or even contradictory. Although it
is generally stated that the application of microstructures
enhances heat transfer, some scientific reports indicate the
opposite effect for some coatings. Moreover, typically data
available in literature focuses on isothermal surfaces, while
non – isothermal heaters in the form of a fin are very rarely
considered. In the present work an analysis of the thermal
performance of a non – isothermal heater covered with up
to five mesh layers will be done.
* Corresponding author e-mail: orman@tu.kielce.pl

Tsay et al. [1] presented experimental results of water
boiling on a horizontal smooth and rough surface covered
with a single stainless-steel mesh layer. The authors
reported that the application of a single mesh layer led to
enhanced heat transfer compared to the smooth reference
surface at superheats (which is a difference between the
surface temperature and the saturation temperature) above
6 K. The visualization studies enabled to conclude that the
number of bubbles grown on the heater covered with the
coating was higher than on the smooth reference surface.
Brausch and Kew [2] provided test results of water boiling
at ambient pressure on vertical surfaces with stainless steel
mesh wicks. The porous coatings had one, three and five
layers of mesh. The application of a single layer of mesh
led to increased heat fluxes in relation to the smooth
surface at low superheats. While at higher superheats more
heat was dissipated from the smooth surface. This
phenomenon was explained by the authors by the
coalescence of vapor bubbles within the porous structure,
which creates local dry out and the creation of an
insulating film. This film decreases the heat transfer
coefficient. Additional mesh layers increased thermal
resistance of the microstructure and reduced the value of
the heat transfer coefficient. Gerlach and Joshi [3]
investigated boiling of PF 5060 dielectric liquid at
atmospheric pressure on a horizontal surface with single
copper and bronze meshes attached to a copper block by
soldering. The tests were conducted for the cases when the
mesh was open to a liquid pool and when the structure was
covered with a plate and bubbles exited sideways. The
application of the porous coating as it was open to the pool
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generally led to an increase in heat flux in comparison with
the smooth surface. However, when the meshes were
covered with the plate, a lower heat transfer than in pool
boiling was recorded. The authors state that the results
published by others might be contradictory, possibly due
to different clamping methods as well as variation in
spacing and contact at the mesh to the heater surface.
Franco et al. [4] conducted experimental tests of pool
boiling of the dielectric refrigerant R141b. The heating
surface was covered with copper, aluminum, brass and
stainless-steel mesh structures. It was found that mesh
layers of small aperture enhance heat transfer comparing to
the smooth surface for small heat fluxes. According to the
authors, heat transfer is influenced by the structure height
(number of layers). On the one hand, they increase active
nucleation sites density, but on the other the hydraulic
resistance of vapour flow rises. However, according to the
experimental investigations by Rannenberg and Beer [5]
on R11 and R113 boiling on surfaces covered with two to
nine layers of mesh, there is no apparent impact of the
number of layers on heat transfer. Similar findings were
presented by Smirnov and Afanasiev [6].
Wire mesh structures can be used as an internal coating
in heat pipes. Wong and Kao [7] analyzed performance of
heat pipes with a two – layered mesh wick covering under
water evaporation/boiling conditions. It was found that the
coarse mesh nucleate boiling was absent at low heat loads
while the heat was dissipated by surface evaporation on
the water–vapor menisci within the wires. The fine mesh
was reported to provide more nucleation sites.
Investigations of multi-layer copper meshes sintered to the
heat pipe surface were also performed by Liou et al. [8]
with water as the working fluid. A development regarding
the use of meshes has been recently proposed by Pastuszko
[9], who investigated structures made of microfins and
meshes sintered to them for further boiling heat transfer
enhancement. The works of the author also confirm
significant possibilities of boiling heat transfer
enhancement with the use of microstructural coatings (for
example [10, 11]).
It needs to be noted that the performance of
microstructure coated heaters is tested on the isothermal
surfaces. However, the use of the thermovision technique
enables to perform tests on the non-isothermal surfaces of
fins (which are more often found in practical applications).
This measuring technique is only used at Kielce University
of Technology.

The experimental analysis has been performed on the
stand presented in Fig. 1. The main element of the
experimental set-up is a copper fin placed within the wall
of the vessel. On one side it is in contact with the boiling
liquid. This side of the fin was earlier covered with the
porous microstructure. On the other side the fin is open to
the atmosphere and observed with the long-wave (8 – 14
m) thermovision camera. In order to ensure correct
temperature recordings, the fin is painted black on this
side. Before the actual measurements, the emissivity of the
black paint was determined on a separate experimental
stand and amounted to 0.97. The stand consisted of the
electrically heated surface covered with the investigated
paint and observed with the thermovision camera. The
temperature of the heater was determined with the K-type
thermocouple located within the surface. The
measurements were done with increasing heat flux at
different temperatures (the temperature ranges reflected
those encountered during the actual measurements on the
fin). The discussion of the measurement errors during
infrared testing can be found in the work by Orzechowski
and Orman [12]. Considering the accuracy of the
temperature readings, the errors of determination of the
heat transfer coefficient using the described technique
have been assessed to amount to 8%.
Heat is supplied to the base of the fin with an electric
heater. Consequently, a temperature gradient along the
element is created. The thermovision camera is applied to
record the temperature along the fin. The measured
temperature distribution is then used to determine local
values of the heat transfer coefficient. An auxiliary heater
(a resistance wire) is installed at the bottom of the vessel to
maintain stable pool boiling conditions. The boiling
process takes place on the inner side of the fin inside the
vessel. This part is covered with the microstructure. A
detailed description of the apparatus and the testing
method used in the present study has been given in [13].
The obtained temperature distribution along the fin is
numerically differentiated to determine local values of the
heat transfer coefficient according to the method presented
by Orzechowski [13]. Based on the experimental reports of
pool boiling heat transfer on microstructure coated
surfaces (e.g. [5, 15], it has been assumed that the heat
transfer coefficient () between the fin’s surface and the
liquid in the vessel depends exponentially on superheat ()
according to the following equation:
n
(1)

2. Material and method

where a, n are constants. Their experimental
determination leads to a formula for the boiling curve as a
dependence of the heat transfer coefficient or heat flux.
The values of n have been found to differ depending on the
kind of the microstructural coating and the range of
superheat under investigation (e.g. [5. 15]). This concept
of the exponential dependence is based on experimental
observations of pool boiling heat transfer phenomenon.
Having considered (1) and the simplifying assumptions
for one - dimensional heat conduction, a formula for
temperature distribution along the fin is produced:

The tests have been designed to analyze the boiling
performance of heaters covered with one to five mesh
layers made of pure copper. The meshes have been joined
together with the base surface (in form of the fin) using the
sintering technology in order to produce durable bonds.
The sintering temperature was ca. 900 oC and it occurred
in the reduction atmosphere to prevent oxidation of the
samples. The research has been done with two boiling
agents: distilled water and ethanol (99.8% purity) under
ambient pressure. The coatings have been located on the
fin’s surface of 4 mm thickness, 12 mm height and 90 mm
length. The porosity of microstructures ranged from 51%
to 73%, while their height from 0.4 mm to 1.25 mm.

α aθ

d 2θ
dx 2

 m 2 θ n 1

This issue was analyzed by Ünal in [16].

(2)
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental set - up:
1 – copper fin with the porous microstructure, 2 – thermovision camera, 3 – data acquisition unit, 4 – autotransformer,
5 – auxiliary heater, 6 – electrical current separation unit, 7 – observation window, 8 – cooling and condensate retrieval unit,
9 – temperature measuring device [14]

(4)

In the above equation P and F are the circumference
and surface area of the fin, respectively.  is the thermal
conductivity of the material of the fin. For fins of
considerable length, as in the analyzed case, no heat
transfer at the tip can be assumed. In such a case an
integration constant in (3) was 0.
The temperature distribution along the fin obtained
with the thermovision camera and its numerical
differentiation enabled to determine the constants: a and n
from (3). It is done by applying the linear fitting to
research data. Consequently, with the use of equation (1) it
is possible to draw boiling curves which are a function of
the heat transfer coefficient or heat flux vs. wall superheat.
In order to more precisely determine the heat transfer
coefficients for ethanol the measurement results have been
analyzed assuming the non - linear dependence for the heat
transfer coefficient (as proposed by Orzechowski [17]. The
applied data acquisition technique based on thermovision
measurements for the analyses of non – isothermal
surfaces in the boiling mode is used only at Kielce
University of Technology [18].

2

aP
λF

10,00

2

m2 

(d /dx) , (K/mm)

where n  2 and m2 is defined in the following form:

1,00

smooth
1 mesh layer
2 mesh layers
3 mesh layers
4 mesh layers
5 mesh layers

0,10
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10,0

10,00
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smooth
1 mesh
2 mesh
3 mesh
4 mesh
5 mesh
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3. Results and discussion
The tests have been conducted for distilled water and
ethanol as boiling liquids at atmospheric pressure. Before
the measurements the surface of the fin was covered with
the special black paint of high emissivity. This side of the

,K
q, K

Figure 2a. Superheat gradient vs. wall superheat for distilled
water: 1 – 5 mesh layers and the smooth surface test results.
2

(3)

2

 2m 2 
2


 dθ 
ln    ln 
  n  2 ln θ
 dx 
 n2



heater was observed with the thermovision camera and
temperature distributions were recorded. The inside part of
the fin was located inside the vessel were boiling took
place. The recorded temperature gradients along the x axis
of the horizontally located fin made it possible to provide
data on thermal performance of the heaters with different
porous coatings. Fig. 2a and 2b present the test results for
two fluids and different numbers of layers as the
dependence of the superheat gradient vs. superheat.

(d /dx) , (K/mm)

After differentiation of equation (2) the superheat
gradient in logarithmic coordinates is calculated:

layer
layers
layers
layers
layers

0,01
10,0

,K

Figure 2b. Superheat gradient vs. wall superheat for ethanol: 1 –
5 mesh layers and the smooth surface test results.
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dissipated from the fin. It needs to be noted that the two
fluids considered in this paper have different surface
wetting properties (surface tension for water is a few times
higher), which might be a factor considerably influencing
boiling heat transfer in microstructural coatings.
The impact of the number of mesh layers for two
values of superheat (5 K and 12 K) has been presented in
Fig. 4 in order to precisely determine the enhancement
produced by the application of the mesh microstructures.
The ratio of the heat transfer coefficient for the
microstructure coated surface (m) and the smooth surface
without any coating (s) is considered as a dependence of
the number of mesh layers. The results have been
presented for both distilled water and ethanol.
m

2

, kW/(m K)

The analysis of the above figures indicate that the
performance of the meshed surfaces improves as the
number of meshes increases. The best performance for
distilled water has been recorded for the four mesh layers,
while in the case of ethanol the most advantageous has
been the coating that consisted of five meshes up to the
superheat value of ca. 8 K, and four and three meshes for
the higher superheats.
Based on the above test results, it is possible to draw
boiling curves, which more precisely show the heat
transfer performance of each kind of surface. The results
for wall superheat values in the range of 5 to 12 K have
been given in Fig. 3a and 3b for distilled water and
ethanol, respectively.
100

/

s

= 5 K, distilled water
= 12 K, distilled water
= 5 K, ethanol
= 12 K, ethanol

10
9
8
7

smooth
1 mesh layer
2 mesh layers
3 mesh layers
4 mesh layers
5 mesh layers

10

5
4
3

10,0

,K

Figure 3a. Heat transfer coefficient for distilled water for
different mesh layers and wall superheat 5 – 12 K.

2
1
1

2

3

4

5

number of layers

100

2

, kW/(m K)

6

Figure 4. The ratio of heat transfer coefficient for the
microstructure coated surface (m) and the smooth surface (s).

smooth
1 mesh layer
2 mesh layers
3 mesh layers
4 mesh layers
5 mesh layers

10

10,0

,K

Figure 3b. Heat transfer coefficient for ethanol for different mesh
layers and wall superheat 5 – 12 K.

The presented results indicate that the application of
mesh layers enhances boiling heat transfer in comparison
with the smooth surface. The heat transfer coefficient for
the same wall superheat for the surface with the additional
layers has been much higher than for the reference surface
without the meshes. In can be noted that, generally, the
heat transfer performance is improved as the number of
mesh layers increases up to four – which seems to be the
optimal number – especially for distilled water. Adding the
fifth coating results in lowering the value of the heat
transfer coefficient. It can be explained by higher
hydraulic resistance of the flow of the created vapour out
of the microstructure and of fresh liquid flow inside the
microstructure for vaporization, so worse conditions of
mass transfer within the coating.
In the case of ethanol at low superheats, the 5-layer
coating provided the highest enhancement. It might be
related to increased density of nucleation site for this
working fluid already active at low superheats. At higher
wall superheats vapor could be permanently present within
the structure which might result in smaller heat fluxes

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the value of the heat transfer
coefficient can be over nine times higher in comparison
with the smooth surface if the additional mesh layers are
added onto the heat exchanging surface for water boiling.
In the case of ethanol about eight times higher values have
been recorded. Generally, more significant enhancement
has been observed for low superheats of 5 K than for 12 K.
This phenomenon might be explained by a higher number
of active nucleation sites for microstructures, which are
activated at low superheats. In the case of the smooth
surface the number of nucleation sites increases with
temperature, while this growth is not so rapid for the
structural coatings. That could be the reason why the
enhancement for the higher superheat of 12 K might not be
so significant as at low temperature differences.
The investigation of pool boiling on the non-isothermal
surface in the presented experimental set-up has its
limitations. Thus, in order to more precisely consider the
impact of the number of mesh layers on the thermal
performance of the samples, the boiling curves have been
determined on the isothermal experimental facility,
described in detail by the author in [10]. The samples have
been located horizontally, which as opposed to the vertical
location in the case of the non-isothermal testing set – up.
The boiling performance of the samples has been
presented in the form of heat flux dependence on wall
superheat in Figs. 5a and b for distilled water and ethanol,
respectively. The mesh layers had the porosity in the range
of 64 – 70%.
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Figure 5a. Heat flux for distilled water for different mesh layers.
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The application of an increasing number of mesh layers
generally leads to elevated heat transfer coefficients.
However, a considerable number of meshes could result in
the opposite effect, namely the reduction of the dissipated
heat flux. It seems to be related to difficulties in mass
transport as vapor needs to flow out of the structure and
liquid into it. Some vapor could permanently remain in the
voids of the multi-layered coatings, especially at high
superheats, thus, reducing the heat transfer coefficient in
relation to surfaces with a lower number of meshes.
More tests in this field could help to produce a reliable
model of boiling heat transfer on microstructure covered
surfaces and provide information for the design of efficient
phase change heat exchangers.
References
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Figure 5b. Heat flux for ethanol for different mesh layers.

The analysis of the above figures confirms that there is
an optimal number of meshes, which provides the best
performance for the certain boiling liquid and the
considered superheat range. The porous layers with the
highest number of meshes (four in figures 5a and b) might
produce the unfavorable effect of blocking the flow of
liquid and vapor, thus, limiting the transferred heat fluxes.
In the case of water boiling, the application of the 4-mesh
layer led to a rapid transition to film boiling, while in the
case of ethanol, the microstructure transferred heat in the
nucleate boiling mode, but its performance was
significantly reduced (even worse than the smooth surface
without any coating). This might be related to the fact that
water vapor bubbles are larger, and the highly packed
structure produced the blocking effect, while in the case of
ethanol the bubbles are smaller and the two-phase flow
was still possible, although hampered.
4. Conclusions
The application of microstructural coatings enhances
boiling heat transfer for the analyzed mesh layers located
on the analyzed fin. The heat transfer coefficient can be
several times higher if such additional coatings are used.
The four-layer structure has been most efficient for water
boiling, producing over nine times higher value of the heat
transfer coefficient in comparison to the smooth surface. In
the case of a different kind of mesh and the isothermal
heating, four mesh layers proved to be least effective. This
phenomenon proves that the thermal performance of phase
change heat exchangers is significantly affected by the
geometrical parameters of the coatings as well as the
properties of the working fluid. Thus, the design of such
heat exchangers for industrial applications should consider
several parameters.
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Abstract
The United Arab Emirates demonstrated abundance attention to modern developments, especially when it comes to the
ostentatious projects of architecture, thermal comfort, energy efficiency and smart cities. Producing one of the world’s most
astonishing cities is not the only concern for the government of the United Arab Emirates. The United Arab Emirates paid
great attention to implementing various policies and strategies targeting to become among the most sustainable countries in
the world. One of these strategies is the implementation of green roofs in residential and commercial spaces.
Researches and studies indicate that green roofs are one of the strategies that result in an ecosystem when it is applied in
urban regions. It can reduce the heat island effect that is formed in urban spaces which results in reducing air temperature and
pollution in the environment, reducing greenhouse gas emission, energy conservation and many other benefits. This research
proved the ability to mitigate heat island and improve thermal conditions when integrating these structures into the new
developments and neighborhoods. This is achieved by examining the sequences resulting from integrating green roofs to the
rooftops of residential units at Mina Al Arab compound by measuring the thermal parameters and investigating the changes
that will occur using ENVI-met simulation program. The simulation compares a green roof system and a conventional roof
system at 1:00 pm on a summer day and a winter day.
The results gained from the simulation of Mina Al Arab demonstrated that the green roof system has excellent potential to
mitigate heat island effect and improve thermal conditions by decreasing relative humidity, mean radiant temperature, and
coefficient of heat exchange.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
The quick expansion in economic and social growth
contributed to an obvious increase in the ecological
footprint that leads to the heat island phenomenon. Heat
island effect is a result of the increase of concrete
structures and reduction in open spaces and green surfaces
that filters the air and play a magnificent rule in reducing
air temperatures around. As a result, a clear increase in
pollution and air temperature in urban areas compared to
adjacent rural spaces is witnessed.
This increase in air temperatures raises the demand for
cooling which requires an abundant amount of energy and
power. Studies showed that 70% of the electricity demand
is required for cooling in a building in hot dry regions like
UAE. Heat island effect increases three times the demand
for electrical power, it increases two times the cooling load
and decreases the performance of air conditioning
machines in a building [1]. An urban heat island profile is
presented graphically in figure 1.

* Corresponding author e-mail: abeer.raed@aurak.ac.ae

Figure 1. A sketch of an urban heat island profile [2]

Growing plants on the top of buildings roofs is an old
idea used by people since the past. People used to grow
their herbs and plants for eating and drinking and even for
leisure on top of their roofs for centuries. They also
planted their roofs in order to protect them from high
radiation that caused high temperatures inside their houses
[3]. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, before the
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use of green roofs, people used to build water features on
the top of roofs in order to cool rooftops and allow the
forming of a cool breeze. A few decades later many
European countries including Germany and Sweden begin
to introduce green roofs into their houses in order to
increase vegetation areas that are considered very valuable.
Green roofs were used not only for planting, but also as a
solution for controlling storm water by absorbing part of it
and preventing heat from penetrating to the indoor spaces.
The concept of green roof is reused nowadays to
enhance buildings energy performance. In a model
research done by Liu and Minor [4], a comparison between
a green roof and a normal roof was conducted. Results
showed that when a green roof is installed at the top of the
building, the energy demand for cooling and heating is up
to 3 times less. Green roofs served as a barrier protecting
the building’s top from solar radiation.
Parizotto and Lamberts [5] examined the thermal effect
of a green roof when integrated into a family household in
Brazil. The researchers did experiments using different
types of roof finishing. These materials are: metal roof,
ceramic tiles, and a green roof. By measuring the indoor
air temperature, they found out that the lowest indoor
temperature was recorded when they used a green roof
system, followed by ceramic tiles and metallic system.
This is due to the low heat gain property of soil compared
to ceramic tiles or metal. Also, the layers of soil and the
drainage system work as a buffer zone or as an extra
insulation layer that prevents heat transfer to the indoor
spaces. Moreover, they found out that the shaded area
formed by the higher plants was even less in temperatures.
As a result, the demand for cooling is less and the cooling
performance is enhanced in the study area.
Alcazar S., Bass B. [6] also investigated the
performance of green roofs and its effect on thermal
comfort in indoor spaces according to many parameters
including soil layer thickness, irrigation and planting
density in addition to types of plants used and the area of
plants leave. According to his investigation green roofs are
one of the greatest methods of insulation or finishing to be
used for building roofs in order to reduce heat transfer to
buildings. He also recommended using vegetation that has
wide leaves area and that grows and expands horizontally
in order to maximize the reflection of solar radiation and
increase the shaded area.
In a research paper that has been done by Rosheidat
and Bryan [7], a simulation study using ENVI-met on a
selected area in the city of Phoenix in Arizona was
conducted. The aim of their simulation was to calculate the
reduction in temperatures in the space. They found out that
the temperature is decreased by 5°C in vegetated areas.
Moreover, they found out that changing in the surface
material and using materials that have high reflectivity also
reduced the surface temperature reasonably. Moreover, the
difference between materials that have high reflecting
abilities and green roofs is compared and found out that
green roofs have a higher albedo level and was able to
reflect solar radiation more than reflective materials,
although these results varied between different types of
vegetation types and layer thickness. They also included in
their research simulation of water content within layers
and indicated that water content leads to a reduction in
surface temperatures during the daytime period and that

the quantity of temperature reduction is proportional to the
quantity of moister content in the green roof layer.
A quantitative case study accomplished by Kumar and
Kaushik [8] in India indicated that the thermal
performance of a green roof system is influenced by leaf
area index and vegetation height by acting as a shading
layer that prevents solar radiation. Consequently, heat gain
to indoor spaces and indoor air temperatures were reduced.
One of the main challenges that limit the expansion of
the green roof system is the lack of policies and
regulations that encourages the use of these systems in
current and new developments. This can be related to the
limited number of researches and studies in this area.
Another factor to consider is the lack of experience in the
design, implementation and maintenance of the green roof
systems. Also, manufacturers of green roof products are
located and concentrated only in some countries, thereby
increasing the cost of exporting the material to the required
place. For instance, the application of green roof system in
hot arid regions improves the thermal comfort and reduces
the load on the cooling system, while green roof system on
the other hand in humid and rainy areas protects
construction composition by regulating and handling storm
water. It could be a difficult job to alter the present roofing
technologies used by developers and contractors, so
encouraging new practices can begin through the
government for government structures to show their
intention to find more viable alternatives and to be a
reference for future changes in the building industry [9].
The installation costs are deemed to be one of the
factors why green roof systems are unpopular in some
areas. However, the availability of a broad range of new
products and techniques makes it more feasible and more
demanding at reduced market prices. As researchers have
proven the advantages of using green roofs, the demand
for them has increased by owners of spaces who are
prepared to pursue additional sustainable alternatives and
by manufacturers and vendors who supply these
techniques. As researches and evidence proved the benefits
of using green roofs, the demand for it increased by
owners of spaces who are willing to go for extra
sustainable solutions and by producers and suppliers that
are providing these technologies. Consequently, the price
of these techniques decreased and became more viable for
customers [10].
Abu Dhabi’s government has established new policies
and guidelines aimed at a sustainable green future and at
controlling and reducing city emissions. One of the most
important strategies that have been set by the government
of Abu Dhabi is Estidama guidelines that aim to a new
sustainable future and encourages to adopt new methods,
strategies and technologies to face the challenges of the
future. Although landscaping and vegetation in Abu Dhabi
are challenging due to its hot climate and dusty soil
characteristics, in addition to the lack of water resources,
however Estidama new guidelines encourage the
integration of green roofs and vegetation spaces in order to
control and reduce heat island effect in the city.
The theoretical base of this paper is to investigate the
potential benefits of green roofs in the urban areas of a hot
arid region like the United Arab Emirates that is facing a
huge increase in the population size and footprint yearly.
This research aims to examine the ability to minimize and
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control the environmental thermal issues associated with
urban developments and to evaluate the positivity of
integrating green roofs in the buildings. This will be done
by simulating outdoor thermal limitations including
surface temperature, relative humidity (RH), mean radiant
temperature (MRT) and wind speed. The research findings
will certify the contribution and advantages of
incorporating green roof systems into urban buildings. One
of the objectives of this work is to guide construction
architects and designers to enhance their designs to obtain
maximum thermal comfort and energy savings in any
project according to their requirements.
2. Research study area and methodology
Site examination and computer simulation are the most
common methodologies that have been used to study green
roofs. The positive point of computer simulation is time
and cost-saving by the ability to test different locations,
during different seasons of the year using different weather
files. Moreover, simulation programs allow for studying
and comparing different parameters with the least
difficulties and it gives the chance for applying changes on
the module and all different parameters. It also saves a lot
of time and effort required to measure and observe using
sensors and testing machines needed for experimental
methodology. Even the module scale, number of floor
height, location, and finishing material can be changed and
updated. Although simulation methodology is considered
very flexible and has many positive aspects, it also has
some negative aspects like human errors during input of
data or even in the programming of the software that is
designed by humans.
In this work, simulation methodology will be used to
evaluate the performance of green roof over an urban
compound community. The creation of a simulation
prototype that integrates a green roof into a building in a
social community is a dynamic way to detect its
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performance and interaction. It gives the chance to observe
the impact of weather conditions, the material used in the
system, wind and temperature interaction on the prototype.
All data obtained from simulation programs will be saved
and presented graphically in forms of tables and charts.
The software for simulation to be used in this research is
ENVI-met. The simulation will provide information to be
analyzed so that an ideal solution can be found. The
simulation software does not have all local vegetation data
of UAE. Therefore, some manual records will be required
The study is conducted in Ras Al-Khaimah which is in
the northern area of UAE. Retaining a rich archaeological
culture that dates back to 50centuries, Ras Al-Khaimah
features a treasure of landscapes and environments,
ranging from huge mountains to seaside areas and red
sandy desert. Due to its topography Ras al-Khaimah is
considered one of the most desirable growing tourist
destinations of all the emirates and gulf area, it contains a
great range of amenities and resorts that attracts visitors
from the surrounding emirates and from all over the world,
where many developments, resorts, museums, malls, golf
courses and other facilities are available.
The area that will be investigated is a residential area
located at Mina Al Arab which is a waterfront luxury
development established by RAK properties. Mina Al
Arab consists of six districts that have unique
characteristics and attractive atmosphere. The urban
structure is designed carefully to accommodate different
facilities and amenities that please residents and visitors.
In addition to being a residential compound, Mina Al Arab
contains many luxury resorts and hotels for visitors. The
master plan Mina Al Arab is presented in figure 2.
The selected area that will be studied is Bermuda.
Bermuda consists of residential villas and townhouses that
vary between 2-6 bedrooms with private and shared
gardens, open spaces and beach sides as listed in Table 1
and presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Mina Al Arab master plan. Source: Rak Properties, 2017.
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In this study the simulation of green roof integration
will be applied to the 5 different types of units to
investigate the effect of the green roof and how does it
interact with adjacent buildings and units. All the units
are consisted of 2-floor heights and are adjacent to
private open gardens, spaces and shared amenities that

have different surfaces and Albedo levels. Figures 4, 5
and 6 show perspective, ground and first-floor plan of
type D type villa. Each villa has a private roof and a
private garden. The building envelope and roof of all
types (A, B, C, D and E) are built of concrete.

Table 1. Bermuda villa types and area. Source Rak Properties, 2017

Figure 3. Bermuda key plan. Source: Rak Properties, 2017.

Figure 4. Type D villa back view. Source: Rak Properties, 2017.
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The Envi-met academic version is used to simulate
the required area. The simulation process involves
different stages and procedures. The stages include
setting up the inputs, modeling the area and assigning
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materials, setting up a simulation file that contains all
settings and visualizing the outputs using Leonardo
visualization that is included in the program as shown in
figure 7.

Figure 5. Type D ground floor plan. Source: Rak Properties, 2017.

Figure 6. Type D first-floor plan. Source: Rak Properties, 2017.

Figure 7. Process of ENVI-met simulation. Source: ENVI-met learning, 2017.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation was conducted during summer (25th of
June 2016 at 13:00 pm) where sun exposure, radiation and
temperatures are at its maximum. The study during winter
was conducted on the 25th of January at 13:00 pm. The
studies were set in order to investigate and evaluate
different parameters. These parameters include surface
albedo, heat exchange coefficient, relative humidity, mean
radiant temperature and wind speed. Analyzing the results
obtained from the tested parameters is performed.
4. Surface albedo
A simulation for the surface albedo was conducted
using ENVI-met to evaluate the changes that occur on the
albedo level of different surfaces in winter and summer for
conventional roof and green roof systems. To conduct the

simulation, different inputs were used for the four cases
and simulated in order to produce the output files that
contain the results of the simulation. The last step is to
present the results graphically using Leonardo program
Figure 8 presents the graphical analysis of surface
albedo for the four different cases. It is noticed that surface
albedo maximum and minimum ranges did not change
between summer and winter time, however it did slightly
change between the conventional roof and green roof
scenarios. According to the simulation done for Mina Al
Arab community, the results do not show any potential for
green roofs to reduce surface temperatures that are emitted
to the surrounding space. Further studies on a larger area
with additional information including the type of the
installed materials to the green roof system, the area of
leaves and the water content may increase the changes of
the simulation results.

Base Case Scenario, 25.06

Green Roof Scenario, 25.06
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Base Case Scenario, 25.01

Green Roof Scenario, 25.01
Figure 8. The graphical analysis of surface albedo

5. Heat exchange coefficient
A simulation for the heat exchange coefficient was
done to simulate and evaluate the variation of heat
exchange levels in the four different cases of roofing
systems in the different seasons of the year using the
ENVI-met simulation software. As in the previous
parameter a simulation was conducted for the different
cases producing an output file. The output file is presented
using Leonardo rendering software to obtain results and
conclusions.
According to the graphical rendering of the heat
exchange coefficient simulation results for the different

cases shown in Figure 9, the heat exchange coefficient for
both the conventional roof and the green roof did not
change from summer to winter on the top of the roofs.
However, it did change around the building units which
means that it affects the surrounding environment and
reduces the heat exchange between surfaces and objects.
As a result, the potential of using green roofs to reduce the
heat exchange coefficient must be considered. It affects the
thermal environment of the surrounding area by increasing
the comfort zone and it affects the interior spaces or indoor
environment.
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Base Case Scenario, 25.06

Green Roof Scenario, 25.06

Base Case Scenario, 25.01
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Green Roof Scenario, 25.01
Figure 9. The heat exchange coefficient simulation results

It is essential to consider also that vegetation type and
leaf area index can also contribute to the changes in the
heat exchange coefficient levels. Vegetation types that are
higher in height and have very dense foliage or wide
leaves area deliver enough shading on the rooftop that
limits or reduces the amount of solar radiation that can
reach the rooftop.
6. Mean radiant temperature
Analyzing the mean radiant temperature of the case
studies by simulation using ENVI-met software showed
the variation in levels between summer and winter, green
roof and conventional roof case. To achieve results the
simulation was applied to the different cases producing an
output file previewed by Leonardo software as shown in
figure 10 that illustrates the findings.
The simulation of the 4 cases recorded noticeable
changes in the mean radiant temperature levels. The

radiant temperature during the summer season ranged from
32 ° C to 55 ° C, but with the integration of the green roof
system the radiant temperature ranged from 18 ° C to 43 °
C on the same day, time and weather. For the conventional
roof in the winter season mean radiant temperature was
ranged between 20°C – 53°C however with the integration
of green roof system the percentage of mean radiant
temperature dropped to be in the range of 36°C – 52°C.
According to the results, the potential of using a green roof
system in urban spaces have a great effect on reducing the
mean radiant temperature in an urban space. This greatly
affects the thermal comfort in the area by reducing the
solar waves that are emitting and radiating between
surfaces, spaces and the surrounding air. This drop-in
means radiant temperature levels, since vegetation surfaces
installed on the top of the buildings, emits shorter radiation
waves when compared to the compacted hard surfaces and
objects like concrete roof used in buildings.

Base Case Scenario, 25.06
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Green Roof Scenario, 25.06

Base Case Scenario, 25.01

Green Roof Scenario, 25.01
Figure 10. Mean radiant temperature simulation results
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7. Relative humidity
According to figure 11 that illustrates the relative
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humidity levels for the 4 different cases. Relative
humidity varied between summer and winter, with
conventional roof and with the green roof system.

Base Case Scenario, 25.06

Green Roof Scenario, 25.06

Base Case Scenario, 25.01
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Green Roof Scenario, 25.01
Figure 11. the relative humidity levels simulation results

In the summer season with the conventional roof
scenario, the relative humidity ranged between 80 – 86%
which records an average of 83%. During the same
summer day, time and location but with the integration of
green roof system instead of the conventional roof system,
relative humidity ranged between 72 – 74% which records
an average of 73%. As a result, the relative humidity in
summer dropped 10% when the green roof system was
integrated. This change in the records increases the
potential for using a green roof system to control thermal
conditions in an urban area especially during the summer
period of the year.
During the winter season, with the conventional roof
scenario, relative humidity ranged between 64 – 72%
which records an average of 68%. During the same
summer day, time and location, with the integration of the
green roof system instead of the conventional roof system,

relative humidity recorded an average of 51%. According
to the results, the relative humidity in winter dropped
around 17% when the green roof system is integrated with
the urban area selected at 1:00 pm.
8. Wind speed
As shown in the previous simulation of the variable
parameters, a simulation for the wind speed parameter
using ENVI-met simulation was conducted to show the
changes in the levels between summer and winter. The
comparison between the different cases presented in figure
12 indicates that wind speed levels didn’t change between
summer and winter, however it changed slightly when
comparing the records between conventional roofing
system and green roof system.

Base Case Scenario, 25.06
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Green Roof Scenario, 25.06

Base Case Scenario, 25.01

Green Roof Scenario, 25.01
Figure 12. Wind speed simulation results
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Wind flow and speed affect the humidity levels which
also effects the mean radiant temperature, all these
parameters play a marvelous role in controlling thermal
comfort in the urban space.
Variation in the floor heights in the urban space also
affects the wind speed, flow and pattern. However, this
point cannot be considered or determined in this case study
where all the units are composed of 2 levels with an
average of 6 meters height.
The results of the conceptual model that was conducted
for Mina Al Arab urban compound presented evidence and
proofs that integration of green roof system highly effects
on different parameters that contribute to an enhanced and
improved outdoor thermal condition for users.
9. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the integration of vegetation
in regions that have hot arid weather like the UAE through
ENVI-met simulation software. The simulation using
ENVI-met simulation program detected the influence of
using green roofs in hot arid climates of Mina Al Arab
compound and the potential of integrating this system to
the selected area. All the parameters investigated in the
research and the outcomes of this research are essential for
developers, architects and engineers to promote new
innovative methodologies to reduce heat island
phenomenon and improve the thermal conditions using
green roof systems.
The outcomes that were obtained from the simulation
of Bermuda compound area in Mina Al Arab proofed that
green roof system has a great potential in mitigating heat
island effect and improving thermal conditions by
increasing albedo levels of the urban structure surfaces,
reducing relative humidity, mean radiant temperature and
heat exchange coefficient.
Green roof systems work as an insulation material that
can insulate the main roof layer from direct solar radiation
as a result reducing longwave radiations and moderate
mean radiant temperature through the reduction of
exchange heat coefficient. Green roofs when it functions
as an insulation system for the rooftop prevent radiation
from penetrating the indoor spaces as a result it reduces the
demand for cooling and regulates the amount of energy
power required for that.

This research showed that when different thermal
parameters are evaluated, designers can enhance and
improve their designs in order to obtain the maximum
levels of thermal comfort and energy saving in any project
depending on its requirements and functions.
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Abstract
In this paper, a novel framework of reliability centered maintenance (RCM) is proposed. The objective of this RCM
model is to overcome the shortcomings of the existing RCM models. Current RCM models neither propose any actions with
non-critical equipment nor propose any maintenance metrics. Moreover, they do not present maintenance work order flow.
Both the classical and streamlined RCM models are adopted to formulate the proposed model to be more effective and
efficient, i.e. it is focusing on the main functions of the system for the sake of preventing or eliminating the maintenance
actions that are not necessary and identify effective maintenance tasks. In addition, a general Excel-based algorithm is
proposed to perform criticality analysis and classification of machines/equipment into different categories. The proposed
framework of RCM has been applied and evaluated in a real case study; namely is Fayoum Sugar Works Company in Egypt
which produces Sugar. The results of applying RCM on A-Sugar line show that corrective and preventive maintenance
downtime decreased by 55.77% and 52.17%, respectively. This reduction in downtimes leads to a saving in the total
maintenance cost by 52.17%, which means that the proposed RCM saved about 6.19×106 L. E (Egyptian Pound) in total
maintenance cost. Moreover, the results reveal that the availability increase from 57.1% to 90.74% and reliability increased
from 99.73% to 99.88% as well.
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1. Introduction
Over the last twenty years, maintenance has changed.
The changes are due to a huge increase in the number and
variety of facilities (plant and equipment) that must be
maintained throughout the world, more complex designs,
new maintenance techniques and changing views on
maintenance organization and responsibilities. RCM is a
systematic approach to determine the maintenance
requirements of plant and equipment in its operation [1]. It
employs preventive maintenance, predictive maintenance
(PdM), real-time monitoring (RTM), run to failure and
proactive maintenance. These techniques are an integrated
manner to increase the probability that a machine or
component will function in the required manner over its
design life cycle with a minimum of maintenance [2]. The
aim of RCM is to create such maintenance strategy that
helps minimize the total operating costs while increasing
reliability of the system [3]. Diego Piasson et al [4]
introduces a new approach for reliability-centered
maintenance programs in electric power distribution
systems based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm. A
framework for application of reliability centered
maintenance in the lead oxide production system was
studied by Nafis Ahmad et al [5]. Implementation of
* Corresponding author e-mail: islamhelaly@yahoo.com

failure mode and effect criticality analysis (FMECA) and
fishbone techniques in reliability centred maintenance
planning presented by Tamer El-Dogdog et al [6]. RCM
analysis of process equipment is studied by Majid et al [8].
This study focused on RCM analysis applied to process
equipment with heat exchangers as a case study. Islam [9]
introduced maintenance planning based on computer-aided
preventive maintenance policy. Selvik and Aven [10]
explained a framework for reliability and risk centered
maintenance. The purpose of their paper is to motivate
Reliability and Risk Centered Maintenance (RRCM)
methodology and describes its main features.
An expert system for reliability- centered maintenance
in the chemical industry presented by Fonseca and Knapp
[11]. Dacheng et al [12] explained study and application of
reliability-centered Maintenance considering radical
maintenance. The researchers in this paper made a
combination of radical maintenance (RM) and traditional
RCM to improve the quality of maintenance strategies.
Strategic maintenance-management in Nigerian industries
was discussed by Mark et al. [13]. Implementation of the
RCM methodology on the example of city waterworks is
introduced by Zoran Petrović et al [14]. Dawane and
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Sedani introduced to study and investigations of RCM
methodology in the manufacturing industry to minimize
breakdown maintenance [15]. A framework for
identification of maintenance significant items in
reliability centered maintenance introduced by Yang Tang
et al [16]. Samuel et al [17] investigated RCM study for an
individual section-forming machine. Effectiveness of
RCM program for power transformer is discussed by
Burnet O’Brien Mkandawire et al [18]. In our previous
works, Islam et al [19] investigated a model of reliability,
availability, and maintainability (RAM) for industrial
systems evaluations and implementation of framework
RCM Made Simple approach is introduced [20].
In this section, we have reviewed various maintenance
types applied to manufacturing and process industries.
Most of the researchers have focused on classic RCM.
Some researchers used software and others didn’t. All
results lead to the importance of the planned maintenance
and preference of RCM. These become important issues in
situations when applied the proposed framework RCM
instead of classic RCM to a real case study. Moreover,
excel program is used to perform maintenance program
that would minimize maintenance cost and improve
system availability and reliability of industrial processes. It
is used in criticality analysis, functional failure analysis,
and FMECA.
In this paper, a proposed framework of RCM model is
presented to overcome some RCM classic shortcomings,
such as no action for non-critical equipment, non-taking
maintenance metrics, and not including maintenance work
order flow. Furthermore, RCM classic should consider all
factors that lead to failures, this increases the maintenance
downtime. It should be noted that the major contribution
of this work is to develop the framework of RCM
implementation from which analysis of maintenance
metrics and downtime metrics. Integrating between RCM
Group and maintenance group to overcome some
shortcoming in maintenance tasks leads to improvement in
maintenance effectiveness and maintenance key
performance indicators (KPIs). The proposed RCM and
framework of RCM implementation has been applied and
evaluated in a real industrial process, illustrating the
effectiveness of the proposed RCM.
In addition, the framework of proposed RCM
methodology describes all necessary steps thoroughly.
This detailed description does not exist in classic RCM
and is not clear in standard RCM. It selects the critical

items based on system functions and functional failures
analysis besides the failure history analysis, which helps
the readers and researchers to implement the RCM in
general. As for the difference between framework of
proposed RCM methodology and the standard RCM
technique, the standard RCM technique does not clarify
the methodology of implementation.
2. Proposed RCM Model
The proposed RCM methodology steps are discussed in
addition to some of the analysis tools used in the real case
study and applied in large industrial processes as follows:
1. Study preparation.
2. System selection and definition
3. Functional failure analysis (FFA)
4. Critical item selection and criticality analysis.
5. Data collection and analysis
6. Failure mode and effect criticality analysis (FMECA)
7. Logic tree analysis (LTA)
8. Selection of maintenance actions
9. Determination of maintenance intervals
10. Default action for non-critical equipment
11. Planned maintenance comparison
12. Framework of RCM Implementation.
Figure 1 shows that the proposed policy of RCM
starting with study preparation of system works plant then
select the most important plant, defined its boundary and
critical equipment selected by applying criticality analysis.
Functional block diagram (FBD) for the plant is carried
out. All critical equipment failures in last years collected
and analysed with respect to failures and downtime. WhyWhy technique is used to analyse critical item failures.
FMECA is carried on for failures, then LTA applied to
select the suitable maintenance approach for each failure
and used in maintenance action selection. After that, the
default action for non-critical items is illustrated and
planned maintenance comparison is performed. Finally, a
proposed RCM plan is implemented and gets results.
2.1. Study Preparation
In this step, a proposed RCM project group is
established. The project group must define and clarify the
scope and the objectives of the analysis. RCM project
group must define and clarify the objectives and the scope
of the analysis.
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1.1 Study objectives
Step 1: Study preparation
1.2 Plant requirements

2.1 System selection
Step 2: System selection
and definition

2.2 System block diagram

2.3 System criticality analysis by Excel
program

3.1. Functional block diagram
Step 3: Functional failure
analysis

3.2. Boundary overview

3.3. Boundary details

4.1 Failure modes

4.2 Failure cause
Step 4: Critical item
selection and criticality
analysis

4.3 Downtimes

4.4 No. of failures

1
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1

5.1 Data collection and analysis
Step 5: Data collection and
analysis

5.2 Failure analysis using why-why technique

6.1 Functions/Functional failure description

Step 6: Failure modes and
effect criticality analysis

6.2 Functional failure matrix

6.3 FMECA

7.1 LTA
Step 7: Logic tree analysis
7.2 Selection of maintenance type
Step 8: Selection of
maintenance actions

8. Proposed maintenance actions

9. Proposed maintenance task
intervals

Step 9: Determination of
maintenance intervals

Step 10: Default action for
non-critical equipment

10. Default action for non-critical
equipment

11.1 Current maintenance plan
Step 11: Planned
maintenance comparison
11.2 Proposed maintenance plan

Step 12: Framework of RCM
Implementation

12.1Work order flow diagram
12.2 Results, analysis and evaluation

Figure 1. Framework of proposed RCM methodology
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interfaces with other systems. The FBD is also useful as a
basis for the FMECA in the RCM analysis process. It is
generally not required to establish the FBD for all the
system functions. The diagrams are, however, efficient
tools to illustrate the input interfaces to a function.

2.2. System Selection and Definition
A system is defined as a group of equipment,
components, or facilities that support an operational
function. These operational functions are identified by
criticality analysis (See Figure 2) [21].

2.5. Root Cause Failure Analysis

2.3. Functional Failure Analysis (FFA)

The goal of RCFA is to identify the contributing causal
factors that have led to a performance problem. Also
finding the real cause of the problem and dealing with it
rather than simply continuing to deal with the symptoms.
When problems occur, use the tools to understand and gain
insight into the causes before making changes based on
assumptions. [23]. A fishbone diagram is a visual way to
look at cause and effect. It is a more structured approach
than some other tools available for brainstorming causes of
a problem (e.g., the Five Whys tool). Five whys strategy
worksheet is introduced in table 1.

Functional failures explain the ways in which a
subsystem or system can fail to meet the functional
requirements designed for the equipment [22]. The main
objectives of FFA step are as follows;
 To identify the ways in which the system might fail to
function
 To list input interfaces necessary for the system to
operate.
 To describe and identify the system’s required
functions and performance criteria.
2.4. Functional Block Diagrams (FBD).
The FBD displays all components of a system, their
functional relationships to one another, and in and out

Start

Process = P
Safety = S
Stand by = A
Value = V
EC = (0.3×P + 0.3×S + 0.25×A + 0.15×V) ÷ 3

Yes
IF EC> 85%

Class (A)

No
Yes
IF EC> 75%

Class (B)

No
Yes
IF EC> 60%

Class (C)

No
Class (D)

End
Figure 2. General algorithm diagram used to calculate the criticality value [21]
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2.6. Critical Item Selection
The objective of this step is to identify the analysis
items that are potentially critical with respect to the
functional failures identified in FFA step.
2.7. Data Collection and Analysis

The purpose of this step is to establish a basis for
both the qualitative and quantitative analysis. The
data necessary for the RCM analysis may be
categorized into the following three groups:
 Group 1: Design data
 Group 2: Operational and failure data
 Group 3: Reliability data
2.8. FMECA
FMECA is the procedure, which consolidates a failure
mode and effects analysis and a criticality analysis. It is
utilized to document and identify the functions, functional
failures, failure modes and failure effects of an item.
Besides that, it determines the significance of functional
failures in terms of operations, economics, safety, and
environment. It also classifies the severity of every failure
effect according to criteria of established severity
classification and provides failure rate information.
2.9. Logic Tree Analysis
LTA process is the step used to determine the most
applicable, cost-effective maintenance tasks for a
component [23]. LTA is used to assess the relationship
between failure mode and each part with a high
maintenance priority [24]. The input to LTA is the failure
modes from the FMECA. The main idea is for each failure
mode to decide whether a preventive maintenance task is
suitable, or it will be best to let the item deliberately run to
failure and afterward carry out a corrective maintenance
task. RCM logic tree is shown in figure 3.
2.10. Selection of Maintenance Actions
The maintenance task selection process uses various
forms of logical decision making to arrive at conclusions
in a systematic manner. The outcomes can include:
 Preventive maintenance.

 Condition monitoring.
 Inspection and functional testing.
 Run to Failure.
2.11. Determination of Maintenance Intervals
Maintenance actions are divided into corrective
maintenance (CM) and preventive maintenance (PM). CM
actions are unscheduled and are intended to restore a
system from a failed state to a working state through either
replacement or repair of failed components. On the other
hand, PM is scheduled active and can be carried out either
to reduce the likelihood of a failure or to improve the
availability and reliability of the system [25].
2.12. Default Action for Non-Critical Equipment
It is important to include the non-critical machines or
items in the maintenance policy. The catalogues of these
machines are enough to prevent sudden failures because of
the high total cost of maintenance. The sudden failure of
these machines has no effect on production and safety.
2.13. Planned Maintenance Comparison
The outputs of the analysis will result in a change to the
maintenance program. It is important that such changes are
consistent with the maintenance philosophy of the plant
and with regulatory and social obligations. For this reason,
it is important that the process and it is outcomes be
subjected to a final review.
2.14. Framework of RCM Implementation
As shown in figure 4, framework of RCM
Implementation is presented.
Once the proposed
framework of RCM implementation approved, the final
step is to implement the proposed maintenance tasks in a
real case study. The maintenance tasks are then fed into
suitable maintenance planning and control systems, while
revised operating procedures are usually incorporated into
standard operating procedure manuals. Furthermore, the
framework includes maintenance metrics such as mean
time between failures (MTBF), mean time to repair and
mean downtime.
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Under normal
conditions, do the
operators know that
something has
occurred?

Yes
NO

Yes
Will the failure have a
direct and adverse
effect on safety, health,
and environment?

Will the failure have a
direct and adverse
effect on mission?

Yes

Is there an effective
condition based task?

NO

NO
Is there any
effective time
based task?

NO

NO

Is there any effective
proactive task?

Yes

Yes

PdM

PM

Proactive

Run-To Failure
(RTF)

Figure 3. RCM logic tree

Maintenance report

Proposed maintenance
task

Action maintenance plan
Stage1:
RCM Group
Release work orders

Stage 2:
Maintenance group

(CM&PM) Work orders
implementation

Analysis of results
Figure 4. Framework of RCM Implementation

Global performance
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- Maintenance metrics
(PMC/TMC)
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TMC = CMC + PMC +DTC

3. Modeling of Availability and Mean Time between
Failure

Availability is the probability that a material,
component, equipment, system or process is in its
intended functional condition at a given time and
therefore is either in use or capable of being used in
a stable environment [9 &28]. It is a measure of the
degree to which an item is in an operable state and
can be committed at the start of a mission when the
mission is called for at an unknown point in time and
it is defined mathematically as:
A=

MTBF

(1)

(MTBF+MDT)

MTBF=

AT−(Nf ×MDT)

(2)

Nf

Failure rate (λ) =

Nf

(3)

AT−(Nf ×MDT)

Where, Nf is the number of failure, AT is the available
time, MTBF is mean time between failure and MDT is
mean downtime.
4. Modeling of Reliability
The characteristic of an item expressed by the
probability that it will perform a required function under a
stated condition for a stated period of time [28] and it is
defined mathematically as:
R=

(5)

Where, CMC is the corrective maintenance cost, PMC
is the preventive maintenance cost and DTC is the
downtime cost.
6. Modeling of the PM Worker Size.
A specific formula is present to define the preventive
maintenance worker size (WSPM) as:
WSPM = MDa / WOC

(6)

Where, MDa is the total preventive maintenance annual
man-day, and WOC is the workers operating conditions
(day/year).

The total preventive maintenance annual man-day
can be calculated as:
MDa= Fa × tdu × Wn

(7)

Where Fa is the annual frequency per preventive
maintenance type, tdu is the duration time, and Wn is the
number of workers per preventive maintenance type.
7. Case study
The present study has been applied for the practical
Sugar-end plant of the Fayoum Sugar Works Company,
EL-Fayoum, Egypt. The main products of the company are
Sugar, Molasses and Beet Pulp. The main objective of the
sugar-end plant is to crystallize sucrose present in the thick
juice to granulated-refined sugar and molasses.
7.1. System Block Diagram

Planned time−Unplanned time

(4)

Planned time

Where, planned time is the total operated time, and
unplanned time is the total of corrective maintenance time.
5. Modeling of the Total Maintenance Cost

As shown in figure 5, the block diagram of Fayoum
Sugar Works Company is introduced. This figure shows
the main equipment of the system. It shows that the
process flow of juice between equipment of the A-sugar
line.

Total maintenance cost (TMC) can be calculated by the
follow equation:
Laboratory of arrival
beet
Washing station
Joice treatment
Diffusion station

Beet end
Evaboration

Industrial processes

A-Sugar line
Sugar end

B-Sugar line

F.S.W. company

Cogeneration
plant

Boilers
Turbines

Limekiln
Water process and
purification
Work shop
Stock

Figure 5. Block diagram of FSW Company.

C-Sugar line
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7.2. System Criticality Analysis

7.3. Functional Block Diagram (FBD) of System

General algorithm diagram used to calculate the
criticality value (see figure 2). This algorithm shows the
calculation steps of the equipment criticality [2]. Excel
program established to perform criticality analysis for
system equipment and grouping classified. Table 1
presents the result of system criticality and equipment
selection

FBD of the system is shown in figure 6. It is the
relation between equipment of the A-Sugar line of sugar
end plant, which selected as a system to applied proposed
RCM on it.

Table 1. System criticality analysis and equipment selection

Identifying the most critical equipment and the critical
items in the system is based on total downtime. Table 2
shows downtimes and number of failures for the system. In
addition to, the downtimes and number of failures for
components of system equipment are introduced in table 3
and figure 7.

Item
No.
4.11
4.1
16.15
4.9
16.01
16.13
16.04
4.12
4.8

4.08
16.11
4.16
16.14
16.05
16.02
4.7
4.10
16.06
16.03
17.01
17.02
16.19
4.18

Component
Wet sugar Bucket
elevator
Sugar dryer
Wet sugar
Vibrator (Gras
hopper)
Dry sugar Bucket
elevator
A-Feed Solution
Tank
A-Sugar
Distributor
A-Seed pump
F500
Wet sugar
Conveyor
Dry sugar
Conveyor "dryer
exiting"
Wet sugar
Conveyor "dryer
entering"
A-Massecuite
pump F1000
Standard liquor
tank
Centrifugal
machineG1500 for
A-Sugar No.1~6
A-Feed Solution
Pump No.1, 2
A-Seed Pan
Dry sugar
Vibrator
Fin Fan
A-VKT
A-Seed receiver
tank
Under Scales
conveyor (line
No.1, 2, 3, 4)
Delivery conveyor
(line No.1, 2, 3, 4)
A-Wash syrup
Pump No.1, 2
Standard liquor
tank Pump No.1, 2

P

S

A

V

EC%

G
r
o
u
p

3

2

3

3

90

A

3

2

3

3

90

A

3

2

3

2

85

B

7.4. Critical Items Selection

Table 2.Relation between no. of failures and downtimes for Asugar line equipment
Equipment

No. of
failure

Downtime
(Min.)

% of
downtime

Wet Sugar
bucket elevator

2

90

5.14

Sugar dryer

2

55

3.14

3

2

3

2

85

B

3

1

3

2

75

B

3

1

3

2

75

B

343

19.60

2

3

1

70

C

Wet Sugar
vibrator

9

2
3

1

3

1

70

C

Dry sugar
Bucket elevator

8

165

9.43

3

1

3

1

70

C

A-Feed Solution
tank

1

34

1.94

3

1

3

1

70

C

A-Seed pump
F500

4

620

35.43

2

1

3

2

65

C

Wet sugar
Conveyor

4

90

5.14

2

1

3

1

60

C

Dryer entering
conveyor

3

60

3.43

2

2

1

2

58.3

D

Dryer exiting
conveyor

4

93

5.31

2

2

1

2

58.3

D

2

200

11.43

2

1

2

2

56.67

D

A-Massecuite
pump (F1000)

2

1

2

2

56.67

D

Total

39

1750

100

1
2

1
1

3
1

2
3

55
53.3

D
D

2

1

2

1

51.67

D

1

2

2

1

51.67

D

1

2

2

1

51.67

D

1

2

1

2

48.3

D

1

1

1

1

33.3

D
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Figure 6. Functional block diagram of A-Sugar line End plant
Table 3.Relation between no. of failures, downtimes and MTBF for components of A-sugar line equipment.
Component

No. of
failure

Downtime
(Min.)

% of downtime

MTBF
(hr.)

Motor (over load)

1

60

3.49

180

Level device

1

30

1.74

180

Motor (over load)
Level device
Trough
Bolts
Main conveyor (elongation)

1
1
7
1
6

25
30
298
15
90

1.45
1.74
17.33
0.87
5.23

180
180
25.7
3
30

Dry sugar Bucket elevator

Main conveyor (slipping)

1

45

2.62

180

A-Feed Solution tank

Level device
Motor

1
1

30
34

1.74
1.98

180
180

A-Seed pump F500

Piston clearance

4

620

36.05

45

Main conveyor (slipping)

1

15

0.87

180

Motor's conveyors
Rollers

2
1

60
15

3.49
0.87

90
180

Motor's conveyors

1

30

1.74

180

Rollers
Motor's conveyors

2
2

30
58

1.74
3.37

90
90

Main conveyor (elongation)

1

20

1.16

180

Rollers
Piston clearance
Spring

1
1
1

15
180
20

0.87
10.47
1.16

180
180
180

Equipment
Wet Sugar bucket elevator
Sugar dryer
Wet Sugar vibrator

Wet sugar Conveyor

Dryer entering conveyor

Dryer exiting conveyor

A-Massecuite pump (F1000)

185

A-Massecuite pump
(F1000)

Dryer exiting conveyor

Downtime (Min.)

650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Dryer entering
conveyor

A-Seed pump F500

Wet sugar Conveyor

Downtime (Min.)

A-Feed Solution tank

No. of failure

Dry sugar Bucket
elevator

Wet Sugar vibrator

Sugar dryer

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Wet Sugar bucket
elevator

No.of failures
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Figure 7. Relation between no. of failures and downtime

7.5. Failure Analysis Using Why-Why Technique
Tables from (4) to (8) shows that the equipment and its
function, failure mode and levels analysis.
Table 4. Failure modes at different level of details for wet sugar
vibrator
-

Equipment: Wet Sugar vibrator
Function: Transfer and distribute sugar from
Centrifuges to wet sugar conveyor
Failure mode: High sound
Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level5

Trough
unit
operate
with
high
vibration
level

Crack in
Trough

Over load

Sequence of
centrifuges
isn’t correct

Fault in
operation

Bolts
looseness

Poor
maintenance

Table 5. Failure modes at different level of details for dry sugar
bucket elevator
-

-

Level 1

Material of
trough
Assembly
error

Table 6. Failure modes at different level of details for A-Seed
pump F500

Equipment: Dry sugar Bucket elevator
Function: Transfer and distribute sugar from
Centrifuges to wet sugar conveyor
Failure mode: Irregular feeding with low capacity
and low speed

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level5

Main
conveyor
Slipping
Main
conveyor
Rupture

Loosens
of
conveyor
Slipping
of
conveyor
and not
stopped

Elongation
of
conveyor
Sensor not
working

Tension

Assembly
error

Level
1

Equipment: A-Seed pump F500
Function: Pumps are employed for delivery
massecuite
Failure mode: Delivery massecuite by flow rate
less than specified
Level 2

Piston
Wear
high
clearance
Viscosity
Low
higher
temperature
than
specified
Line
Fossilized
resistance
sugar
too high

Level 3

Level 4

Erosion

Suspend
solid

Level5

Fault in
operation

Low
temperature

Fault in
operation

Table 7. Failure modes at different level of details for AMassecuite pump (F1000)
Level 1

Equipment: A-Massecuite pump (F1000)
Function: Pumps are employed for delivery massecuite
Failure mode: Low flow rate
Level 2

Piston high
Wear
clearance
Viscosity
Low
higher than
temperature
specified
Line resistance Fossilized
too high
sugar

Level 3

Level 4

Erosion

Suspend
solid

Fault in
operation
Low
temperature

Fault in
operation

Level5
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Table 8. Failure modes at different level of details for dryer
exiting conveyor
-

7.6. FMECA
FMECA work sheet represented in table 9, there are
twelve failure modes to apply FMECA on it. FMECA
shows the effect of every failure mode on the equipment,
system and plant. In addition to, calculate risk priority
number (RPN= S × O × D) of them. Where, S is the rank
of the severity of the failure mode, O is the rank of the
occurrence of the failure mode and D is the rank of the
likelihood the failure will be detected.

Equipment: Dryer exiting conveyor
Function: Conveys dry sugar from dryer
Failure mode: Fails to transfer some sugar
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Motor's
conveyors
Consumed

High
friction
between
pulley
and
conveyors
Slippage
between
belt and
drive
pulley

High
tension

Poor
maintenance

Low
tension

Assembly
error
Conveyor
elongated

Excessive
wear on
bottom side
of belt.

Level5

7.7. Logic Tree Analysis
The LTA information of system is introduced in
table10.

Table 9. FMECA worksheet
FF# Equip. #

3

Equipment
FM#
description

Failure
mode

FC#

3.01

Crack in
vibrator
trough

Failure effect

Failure
cause

Local

System

Plant

03.01.1

Over load

High sound

Stopped

3.02

Loosening of
03.02.1
bolts

Poor
assembly

High sound

4.01

Bearing
04.01.1
deterioration

Age/wear
out

4.02

Belt slipping 04.02.2

Belt
elongation

6.01

High piston
clearance

6.02

6.03

Wet sugar
vibrator

S

O

D

RPN

Stopped

5

8

8

320

Stopped

Stopped

6

4

8

192

Inoperative

Stopped

Stopped

3

4

6

72

Slipping

Low
performance
rate

Reduced
production

3

6

4

72

Erratic pump
Reduced
Reduced flow
operation
production

3

3

6

54

Bearing
06.02.1
deterioration

Age/wear Erratic pump
Reduced
Reduced flow
out
operation
production

3

3

6

54

Mechanical
seal failed

Leakage

Low
low
performance performance 3
rate
rate

5

5

75

3.1.1
4

1.1.1

3.1.1

2.1.1

6

9

10

Dry sugar
Bucket
elevator

A-Seed
pump F500

06.03.1

Wear

Trip

Belt slip

Insufficient
traction
09.01.1 between the
belt and
pulley

Erratic
Reduced
Reduced flow
operation
production

5

3

4

60

Belt
elongation

09.01.2 High tension

Stopped

3

4

4

48

10.01

High piston
clearance

10.01.1

Erratic pump
Reduced
Reduced flow
operation
production

3

3

4

36

10.02

Bearing
10.02.1
deterioration

Age/wear Erratic pump
Reduced
Reduced flow
out
operation
production

3

3

4

36

10.03

Mechanical
seal failed

Leakage

Low
low
performance performance 3
rate
rate

5

5

75

Dryer exiting 9.01
conveyor

AMassecuite
pump
(F1000)

06.01.1

10.03.1

Wear

Trip

Stopped

Stopped
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In this step, set of actions performed to failure modes
depends on the maintenance strategy type, which were
selected in the past step by using LTA. Table 10 shows the
proposed maintenance task.

program, it is reasonable to continue this program. If there
is no maintenance program the default action for is RTF
based maintenance. The catalog troubleshooting analysis
of these machines is very enough to follow it to prevent
suddenly failures. The maintenance policy of non-critical
equipment based on the catalog is very enough.

7.9. Determination of Maintenance Intervals

7.11. Planned Maintenance Comparison

In this step, selection of maintenance intervals for Asugar line is carried out. After choosing the type of
maintenance and tasks suitable for each failure mode it
should be determined the suitable maintenance intervals
daily, weekly, monthly or yearly and it depends on MTBF
and RPN. In table 10, determination of maintenance
intervals of A-sugar line presented.

After the task selection and determination of intervals
has been completed and reviewed, the maintenance actions
arising from the task selection between “process” and
“compared” against the current maintenance practices. The
purpose of this comparison is to identify the changes
needed to the maintenance program and the impact on
resources and other commitments. Comparison between
current and proposed maintenance tasks are shown in table
10.

7.8. Selection of Maintenance Actions

7.10. Default Action for Non-Critical Equipment
A remaining question is what to do with the items that
are not analyzed. For equipment already has a maintenance

Table 10. Logic tree analysis, current and proposed maintenance task.
Failure
mode

Failure
cause

LTA

Source of
Failure

Crack in
Sequence of
vibrator
Over load centrifuges
trough
isn’t correct
Loosening of
Poor
Poor
bolts
assembly maintenance
Bearing
Age/wear
Incorrect
deterioration
out
assembly
Belt
Belt slipping
High tension
elongation
High piston
Wear
Suspend solid
clearance
Bearing
Age/wear
Incorrect
deterioration
out
assembly
Mechanical
leakage Deterioration
seal failed
Insufficient
traction
Incorrect
Belt slip between the
assembly
belt and
pulley
Belt
High
High tension
elongation
tension
High piston
Suspend solid
Wear
clearance
Bearing
Age/wear
Incorrect
deterioration
out
assembly
Mechanical
leakage Deterioration
seal failed

Current
maintenance
task

Maintenance
type

Proposed maintenance
Task

Interval

Visual inspection
Check sequence
Welding cracks

W

1

2

3

4

5

6

N

-

-

N Y

-

RTF

PM

N

-

-

N N Y

RTF

Proactive

Check &Retighten

M

N

-

-

Y

-

RTF

PdM

Vibration measure

M

Y N Y N N Y

RTF

Proactive

Check belt & tension

W

N N Y N Y

-

RTF

PdM

Flow rate measure

D

N

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

RTF

PdM

Vibration measure

M

Y N N

-

-

-

RTF

RTF

RTF

-

N

N N Y

RTF

Proactive

Check belt & tension

W

Y N Y N N Y

RTF

Proactive

Check belt & tension

W

N N Y N Y

-

RTF

PdM

Flow rate measure

D

N

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

RTF

PdM

Vibration measure

M

Y N N

-

-

-

RTF

RTF

RTF

-
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Table 11 presents a comparison between results of
before and after applying a proposed policy of RCM on the
real case study. The result shows that corrective
maintenance downtime decreased from 9.7 hours/year to
4.3 hours/year, therefore, its cost decreased from 3.88×106
L.E/year to 1.72×106 L.E/year. In addition, preventive
maintenance is decreased from 20 hours/year to 10
hours/year and its cost decreased from 8×106 L.E./year to
3.97×106 L.E./year. This means that proposed RCM saved
6.19×106 L.E in total maintenance cost. System
availability and reliability are improved as well.
Availability is increased from 57.1% to 90.74% and
reliability increased from 99.73% to 99.88%.
Figure 8 clearly depicts the difference between
corrective maintenance downtime before and after
applying a proposed policy of RCM in A-Sugar line. Also,
the comparison between corrective maintenance cost
before and after applying a proposed policy of RCM in ASugar line is presented in figure 9. As shown in figure 10,
the comparison between preventive maintenance
downtime before applying RCM and preventive
maintenance downtime after applying a proposed policy of
RCM for A-Sugar line is illustrated. Moreover, in figure
11, preventive maintenance cost before and after applying
RCM for A-sugar line is discussed. Figure 12 shows the
comparison of total maintenance cost before and after

Corrective maintenance
downtime , hrs./year

12
9.7

10
8
6

4.3

4

Before
After

2

applying a proposed policy of RCM in A-Sugar line. As in
figure 13, the availability analysis for A-sugar line is
introduced and reliability analysis is presented in figure
14.
Table 11. Results of applying proposed RCM framework on ASugar line
No

Item

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

0
Before

After
Applying
RCM

Improvement
%

9.7

4.3

55.77

3.89

1.72

55.77

20

10

50

8

3.97

50.4

11.89

5.69

52.17

57.1
99.73

90.47
99.88

36.98
0.15

3.88

1.72

Before

After

Before

Figure 8. Corrective maintenance downtime for system

After
After

Figure 9. Corrective maintenance cost for system

10

25
20
20
15
10
10

Before
After

5
0

Preventive maintenance
cost x106 (L.E/ year)

Preventive maintenance
downtime, hrs./year

Before
Current

Corrective
maintenance
down time
(hrs./year)
Corrective
maintenance
cost ×106
(L.E/year )
Preventive
maintenance
down time
(hrs./year)
Preventive
maintenance
cost×106 (L.E/
year)
Total
maintenance
cost ×106 (L.E)
Availability (%)
Reliability (%)

Corrective maintenance cost
x106 (L.E/year )

8. Results

8
8
6
3.97

4

Before
After

2
0

Before

After

Figure 10. Preventive maintenance downtime for system

Before

After

Figure 11. Preventive maintenance cost for system
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14

100
11.88

12
10
8
5.69

6
4

Before

2

After

0
Before

90.47

90
80

Availability (%)

Total maintenance cost x106
(L.E)
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70
57.1

60
50
40

Before
After

30
20
10

After

0
Before
Figure 12. Total maintenance cost for system

100.00

Reliablity (%)

99.80

After

Figure 13. The availability analysis for system

99.88
99.73

99.60
Before
After

99.40
99.20
99.00
Before

After

Figure 14. The reliability analysis for system

A comparison between the proposed RCM framework
and other methods are introduced in table 12. The other
methods include simple mode RCM [20], rational RCM
[29], classical RCM [30], and group maintenance method
[31]. Each of those methods has been validated in a
different application, e.g., power distribution systems,
manufacturing plant and CNC machine. The comparison
between the proposed RCM framework and those methods
is based on downtime reduction (%), reliability,
availability (%), and maintenance cost reduction (%). We
conduct the comparison with the available published
results in their respective studies where not all measures
are reported in those studies. The comparison indicates
that the other methods succeeded to reduce the downtime
between 33.15% and 38% while the proposed RCM
framework realized a downtime reduction of 55.77%. The
other methods succeeded to achieve a reliability that
ranges between 87.2% and 92.1 while the proposed RCM
framework improved the reliability to 99.88%. The
maintenance cost reduction has also improved by 34.5%
under the previous methods while the proposed RCM
framework reduced the maintenance cost by 52.17%. As
such, this comparison implies that the proposed RCM
framework outperforms the other existing methods.

Table12. A comparison between the proposed RCM framework
and relevant methods
Relevant Methods
RCM Rational
N Item
simple RCM
o
mode (RRCM)
approa approach
ch [20] [29]
1 Application
Power
distributi
on
systems
2 Reduction Averag
downtime, e
%
33.15
3 Reliability, 87.2
%
4 Availability Mean
,%
availabili
ty 84
5 Reduced
maintenanc
34.5
e cost,%

Classic Group
RCM maintenan
[30]
ce method
[31]

Proposed
Framewo
rk RCM
in present
work

Manufa CNC
cturing Machine
plant in
Poland
38
-

Sugar
Works
Company
in Egypt
55.77

-

Max. 92.1 99.88

-

90.47

-

52.17

9. Conclusions
A novel framework of RCM has been proposed and
applied to a sugar–end plant in Fayoum Sugar Works
Company. The new finding of this work shows that
corrective maintenance downtime decreased from 9.7
hours/year to 4.3 hours/year and its cost decreased from
3.88×106 L.E/year to 1.72×106 L.E/year. In addition,
preventive maintenance downtime decreased from 20
hours/year to 10 hours/year and its cost decreased from
8×106 L.E./year to 3.97×106 L.E./year. This means that
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proposed RCM saved 6.19×106 L.E in total maintenance
cost. System availability and reliability are improved as
well. Availability increased from 57.1% to 90.74% and
reliability increased from 99.73% to 99.88%. New points
of research can be investigated in future through various
directions, e.g. the integration of the proposed
methodology with other maintenance techniques, the
proposed policy can be applied to other large industrial
processes.
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Abstract
A finite-volume method simulation is used to investigate two-dimensional unsteady flow of nanofluids and heat transfer
characteristics past a square cylinder inclined with respect to the main flow in the laminar regime. The computations are
carried out of nanoparticle volume fractions varying from 0 ≤ ≤ 5% for an inclination angle in the range 00≤ δ ≤ 450 at a
Reynolds number of 100. The variation of stream line and isotherm patterns are presented for the above range of conditions.
Also, it is noticed that the addition of nanoparticles enhances the heat transfer. Hence, the local Nusselt number is found to
increase with increasing value of the concentration of nanoparticles for the fixed value of the inclination angle.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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Nomenclature
L

Nu

side of the square cylinder

m

average Nusselt number

Nulocal

local Nusselt number

Re

Reynolds number

Pr

Prandtl number

T∞

free-surface temperature

k

U∞

free-stream velocity

ms-1

u

Stream-wise velocity

ms-1

v

Cross-stream velocity

ms-1

Greek symbols



nanoparticle volume fractions

δ

angle of incidence

ϴ

non-dimensional temperature

ν

kinematic viscosity

0

m2 s-1

1. Introduction
In recent years, studies about free convective ﬂuid ﬂow
and heat transfer around square cylinder has been a subject
of enormous attention for scientists due to its high
applicability in many environmental situations or
engineering developments such as, textile, thermal
insulation, buildings, electronic equipments and chemical
* Corresponding author e-mail: r.bouakkaz@gmail.com

processing industries, etc. Despite the configuration being
simple, the flow around a square cylinder involves a
complex transport phenomenon because of a lot of factors,
such as the effect of angle of incidence on the creation of
lift force, evolution of streamline and temperature field,
etc. This work is concerned with the characteristics of flow
of Cu–water nanofluid and heat transfer past a square
cylinder with varying values of angle of incidence in the
unsteady laminar regime.
In literature, enough information is available presenting
convective heat transfer characteristics around a square
cylinder [1-5]. The effect of blockage ration on the fluid
flow from a square cylinder at angle incidence of 0–45 and
Re = 45–200 has been investigated by Sohankar et al. [6].
Subsequently, Sohankar et al. [7] studied numerically the
characteristics of unsteady flow for the same configuration
for Reynolds number (Re = 150–500) and a blockage ratio
of 5.6%. Their results show a two-dimensional laminar
shedding flow at Re= 150, and at Re = 200 the flow
becomes three-dimensional. A well-organized study was
also published by Robichaux et al [8]. In that paper, the
onset of three-dimensionality in the wake of a square
cylinder was analyzed by Floquet stability to show the
different modes of 3-D instabilities. They establish that the
3-D disturbance first becomes unstable at a Reynolds
number of about 161. Further, a parametric study was
carried out by [9] with various values of angle of incidence
and Re. They established critical Reynolds number for
periodic vortex shedding at each angle of incidence.
Recently, a direct numerical simulation was applied by
Rastan [10] et al. to investigate three-dimensional unsteady
flow characteristics around a finite wall-mounted square
cylinder with an aspect ratio of 7 at a Reynolds number
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(Re) of 40-250. They found that the wake flow becomes
turbulent at Re > 200. In past studies, the fluids used have
a low value of thermal conductivity, which limits heat
transfer. For this reason, there are several methods to
improve the heat transfer characteristics, which consist in
adding high conducting solid particles in the base fluid.
The resulting fluid is called ‘‘nanofluid’’ [11–12].
Furthermore, [13] have studied the momentum and forced
convection heat transfer for a laminar and steady free
stream flow of nanofluids past an isolated square. Various
nanofluids consisting of Al2O3 and CuO with base fluids
of water and a 60:40 (by mass) ethylene glycol and water
mixture were selected to estimate their superiority over
conventional fluids. They established that for any given
particle diameter, there is an optimum value of particle
concentration that results in the highest heat transfer
coefficient. The fluid flow and heat transfer around a
square cylinder utilizing Al2O3–H2O nanofluid over low
Reynolds numbers varied within the range of 1 to 40 and
the volume fraction of nanoparticles (  ) is varied within
the range of 0 <  < 0.05 was also investigated by [14].
They found that increasing the nanoparticles volume
fractions augments the drag coefficient. Moreover,
Pressure coefficient increases by increasing the solid
volume fraction for sides where pressure gradient is
inverse, but for sides where the pressure gradient is
favourable the pressure coefficient decreases. Recently,
Rajendra et al. [15] have carried out a meticulous study on
the forced convective heat transfer from an unconfined
heated square cylinder utilizing nanofluids with multiphase
modelling approach for different Reynolds number (10-40)
and volume fractions of Al2O3 particles (0-5%) in water.
The results indicated that the effect of Nano layer
thickness and nanoparticle diameter on the overall heat
transfer rate can be studied. So, the aim of the current
study is to investigate numerically by using a finite volume
method based on SIMPLE algorithm the laminar flow of
nanofluid and heat transfer characteristics for an inclination
angle in the range 00≤ δ ≤ 450 under the particle volumetric
concentrations ranging from 0% to 5% at Reynolds
numbers (Re =100).
2. Governing equations and boundary conditions
The governing partial differential equations here are
the Navier-Stokes and energy equations in two dimensions
the incompressible nanofluid flow around a square
cylinder are given blow:

U V
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Where U and V are the velocity components along X
and Y axes, T denotes the temperature, P is the pressure,
 is the density, μ the dynamic viscosity. The subscript
nf stands for nanofluid, the subscript f stands for base fluid
and the subscript s stands for solid nanoparticles. The
thermophysical properties taken from [11], for the base
fluid and copper oxide (at 300 K) are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of the base fluid and the Cu
nanoparticles
Property



C p J Kg 1 K 1

 Kg m3 
k W m K 
1



1

Water

Copper

4179

385

997.1

8.933

0.613

401

3. Boundary conditions
The dimensionless boundary conditions for the flow
across a square cylinder surrounded by Cu-water nanofluid
can be written as (Figure 1): The left-hand section, the
Dirichlet-type boundary condition for the Cartesian
velocity components is assumed.
U= 1, V=0 and θ=0

(5)

The right-hand, the diffusion flux in the direction
normal to the exit surface is zero for all variables,

U

X

 V

X

 

X

0

(6)

On the straight horizontal segments (slip boundary), a
zero normal velocity and a zero normal gradient of all
variables are prescribed:

U

Y

 V

Y

 

Y

0

(7)

Finally, the dimensionless peripheral or tangential
velocity is prescribed on the surface of the cylinder along
with a no-slip boundary condition
U= 0, V=0 and θ=1

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the unconfined flow and heat transfer around a square cylinder. (b) Grid structure. (c) Close-up view in the
vicinity of the square cylinder.

(8)
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The effective density, the thermal diffusivity, the heat
capacitance, the effective dynamic viscosity and the
effective thermal conductivity of the nanofluid are
calculated using the following expressions:

 nf  1   bf   s
C p nf  1   C p bf   C p s

(9)

(11)

bf
1   2.5

(12)

 k  2kbf   2 kbf  k s 
knf  kbf  s
(13)

 k s  2kbf    kbf  k s  
Where  is the solid volume fraction and given as:



Volume of nanoparticles
Total volumeof solution

(14)

4. Force Coefficient
The relevant parameters computed from the velocity
and pressure fields are the drag coefficient, which
represent dimensionless expressions of the forces that the
fluid produces on the circular cylinder. Defined as:

CD 

D
U 2 L

Table 2. Comparison of Nu number and drag coefficient
computed in the present study with literature data (Pr = 0.7)
Re = 20

(10)

 nf  knf / C p nf

 nf 

literature. We have noted that the Nusselt number and drag
coefficient values are in superb agreement with numerical
data reported by other researchers.

Re = 40

Nu

CD

Present study

2.07

2.43 2.71 1.81 4.07 1.51

Paliwali et al. [16]

2.07

Sharma and Eswaran [3] 2.05

-

Nu

CD

Re = 100
Nu

CD

2.71 1.98

-

-

2.35 2.71 1.75

-

-

2.43 2.72 1.83

-

-

Etminan-Farooji [13]

2.07

Sahu et al. [5]

-

-

-

-

4.03 1.49

Prasenjit [17]

-

-

-

-

3.84 1.53

5.3. Flow patter

Within the full range of possible incidences, this study
indicated two different flow patternsnamely, Main
separation, and Vortex creation, as illustrated in figure 2.
These flow patterns are summarized below.

(15)

where D is the drag force.

Figure 2. Flow patterns past a square cylinder with an angle of
incidence at Re=100.

5. Results and discussion

5.4. Main separation

5.1. Numerical details

Figure 3 shows the case of instantaneous streamlines
past a square cylinder at δ =0°. In the Main separation
pattern, main vortices of opposite sign roll up in an
alternating manner as mentioned in Perry et al. [16] and
instant ‘alleyways’ of fluid enter the cavity as well as an
alleyway flow indicated by the arrows between. However,
once the vortex-shedding process begins, this so-called
‘closed’ cavity becomes open, and instantaneous
‘alleyways’ of fluid are created which penetrate the cavity.

The unsteady, laminar, segregated solver was employed
here to solve the incompressible flow on the collocated
grid arrangement. Semi implicit method for the pressure
linked equations (SIMPLE) was used to solve NavierStokes and energy equations for above noted boundary
conditions. Second order upwind scheme is used to
discretize the convective terms of momentum equations,
whereas the diffusive terms are discretized by central
8
difference method. A convergence criterion of 10 is
used for continuity, and x-y components of momentum
equations. While, for energy equation the criteria of
10
convergence were 10 . The numerical resolution was
determined by a grid refinement study to ensure grid
independency. The mesh used for all the two-dimensional
computations consisted of 39200 quadrilateral cells and
39480 nodes. The grid is divided into two separate zones,
and uniform as well as no uniform grid distributions are
employed. The grid distribution was made uniform with a
constant cell size, of 0.02, inside a region around the
cylinder that extended 4 units to capture wake–wall
interactions adequately. Then, a grid of much bigger size is
clustered around the cylinder over the distance indicated
above.
5.2. Comparison with other results
Table 2 compares the mean Nusselt number and drag
coefficients computed here with results obtained from the

5.5. Vortex creation
The vortex merging pattern is characterized by creation
and merging of two small vortices which are originally
produced by separation and subsequent reattachment of the
alleyway flow at two neigh boring edges of the square
cylinder. Clearly, in figure 4, the vortices A and B are
generated due to separation and reattachment of the
alleyway flow. The two vortices are merged into a big one,
C Figure 4b. The vortex C is shed into the wake H in
Figure 4c, and small vortices D and E are produced by the
opposite alleyway flow, Figure 4c. Vortices D and E are
merged into F, Figure 4d. In most cases of vortex merging
pattern, an alleyway flow exhibits the characteristic feature
of the Vortex creation pattern, generation and subsequent
merging of two small vortices, in an alternating manner
with a downwash or an up-wash flow in the alleyway like
in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Instantaneous streamlines (base
fluid) for Vortex creation, where T is one
period of vortex shedding.

Figure 3. Color online Instantaneous
streamlines (base fluid) for Main separation
pattern, where T is one period of vortex
shedding.
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5.6. Isotherm patterns
The isotherms profiles around the cylinder for
Reynolds number of 100 at δ=150 are compared between
base fluid and nanofluid (  =0.05) in figure 5. Clearly, the
temperature distribution contours for base fluid are
overlaid with that for nanofluid. This can be explained as
the addition of solid particles to the base fluid increases the
Reynolds number of nanofluid. Hence, a higher capacity of
transferring the heat from the cylinder. It is obvious from
Figure 4 that the isotherms have maximum density close to
the front surface of the cylinder (AB); this indicates high
values of the local Nusselt number near the front
stagnation point on the front surface as compared to other
points on the cylinder surface.

Figure 6. Local Nusselt number variation for δ=150 at various
solid volume fractions.

Figure 5. Temperature contours for the flow around the square
cylinder (red line refers to base fluid and black line refers to
nanofluid with solid volume fraction 0.05) at δ=150

5.7. Local Nusselt number
The local Nusselt number is calculated to evaluate the
warmth transmission behaviour around the cylinder and
given as:

Nulocal 

k
hlocal.D
  nf
 kbf
Kf


 

 n


(16)

Figure 6 shows the variation of local Nusselt number
(Nu) on the surface of the square cylinder with increase for
various volume fraction  at δ=150. When the solid
concentration increases, the thermal conductivity improves
and consequently the local Nusselt number. Additionally,
the thermal boundary layer is decreased by any increase in
solid volume fraction. Therefore, the local Nusselt number
is enhanced by any increasing in solid volume fraction ( 
). Further, these plots also show that the Nusselt number
along the left half of the face (AB) of the cylinder
increases, it has a maximum at the corner of the square
cylinder (B). On the other hand, a value for the inclination
angle of δ=450 is found for which the local Nusselt number
is highest along the left half of the face (BC) as seen in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Local Nusselt number variation for
angle of incidence.



=0.05 at various

5.8. Averaged Nusselt number
Surface averaged Nusselt number of fully developed
thermal boundary layer is defined as:

Nu 

1
Nuds
S s

(17)

The average Nusselt number variation is presented in
figure 8 for the solid volume fraction varying from 0 to
0.05 at different angle of incidence. This figure indicates
that the averaged Nusselt number increases with increasing
solid volume fraction of nanoparticles (  ) of the fixed
value of the angle of incidence. This can be explained as
when  number increases the inertia of flow increases
thus increasing the heat transfer. Also, the average Nusselt
number is highest at δ =45°.
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Figure 8. Variation of average Nusselt number at various solid
volume fractions for varying values of angle of incidence.

6. Conclusions
The present study focuses on the unconfined laminar
flow of nanofluid and heat transfer characteristics around a
square cylinder under the influence of various angle of
incidence in the unsteady regime. The illustrative
streamline shows two different flow patterns, namely,
Main separation, and Vortex creation. Further, the
temperature distribution contours for base fluid are
overlaid with that for nanofluid. This can be explained as
the addition of solid particles to the base fluid increases the
Reynolds number of nanofluid. Hence, a higher capacity of
transferring the heat from the cylinder. On the other hand,
the isotherms have maximum density close to the front
surface of the cylinder; this indicates high values of the
local Nusselt number near the front stagnation point on the
front surface as compared to other points on the cylinder
surface. Finally, it was showed that the average Nusselt
numbers were enhanced by adding nanoparticles to base
fluid for various angle of incidence. Moreover, the average
Nusselt number is highest at δ =45°.
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Abstract
An online operator position prediction approach based on artificial neural network for teleoperation systems is proposed
in this paper, which predicts future position of operator's hand based on current available data. The neural network gathers
inputs for some time at the beginning of the operation, then is trained, and is finally exploited through the rest of the
operation. Superiority of the proposed approach can be investigated from two aspects. Firstly, no limiting assumption is
required in this approach in contrast with the proposed methods in the literature. Secondly, unknown operator intention can
be dealt with in real time if it is not too sudden and unpredictable. Two different scenarios are considered in this paper: in
scenario I a simple harmonic motion is both applied and predicted, whereas in scenario II not only the applied motion is more
complicated, but also it is different from the motion which is supposed to be predicted. The results of the second scenario
show that the designed architecture can be readily extended to a variety sort of situations in which little information exists
regarding operator intention. Computer simulations and experiments using Phantom Omni haptic devices further validate the
feasibility and performance of the proposed approach, i.e. master and slave robots can move simultaneously with no specific
a priori knowledge about operator intention, despite large time delay in the system.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved

Keywords: operator position prediction, neural network, online prediction, teleoperation system, time delay;

1. Introduction
Novel approaches based on predictive control methods
have been recently proposed in order to circumvent the
time delay in the teleoperation system [1]. From a broader
perspective, predictive control methods can be considered
as a part of environment-, operator-, and task-adapted
(EOT-adapted) controllers [2]. Here we stick to a simpler
categorization, and we consider two main predictive
approaches: predicting the environment model and
predicting the operator motion.
To date, most of the works are concerned with the first
approach. This method, which is called model-mediated
teleoperation [3], has been widely used in designing
teleoperation systems in recent years. Sample works
regarding this approach can be found in [4, 5]. On the
other hand, predicting the operator motion (Figure 1) can
also play an important role in improving the quality of
teleoperation systems, as Jarrassé et al. [6] proved the
influence of human motion prediction on increasing
transparency of teleoperation systems. This is, however, a
more complicated task since the human operator might
* Corresponding author e-mail: b_beigzadeh@iust.ac.ir

show unpredictable motions [7]. The works which have
been done regarding this issue can be categorized into two
main approaches: offline and online.
Offline motion prediction is fundamentally based on
minimum principles [8], with the most widely used
principle being the minimum jerk principle [9], which
states that between two predefined points the human hand
follows the trajectory whose jerk is the minimum amount.
The basic concept of online motion prediction is, however,
predicting the human behavior during the operation based
on the online data generated by him/her. Linear prediction
[10], polynomial or spline predictors [11], double
exponential smoothing (DES) [12, 13], autoregressive
(AR) method [14] and Markov-chain-based Kalman filter
[15] are some samples of online methods. Recent methods
based on state observer have also been proposed [16].
Unlike offline methods which are basically derived from
physical principles, the common core of online methods is
numerical data. This advantage makes online approaches
more adaptive to various applications, but at the same time
rather more intricate to design.
Each of the above-mentioned methods for online
prediction has also some disadvantages. For instance, DES
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can be utilized when the data shows a trend, but not
seasonality. Triple exponential smoothing (TES) shall be
used in this case instead [17]. As another example, AR
method models the future state as a linear combination of
the current and previous states, which may fail to correctly
predict the future states for more complex motions where
this dependency is nonlinear. To mitigate these
restrictions, a prediction method based on artificial neural
network (NN) is proposed in this paper.
Control of teleoperation systems based on NN has
recently gained researchers’ attentions [18, 19]. Due to the
universal approximation property of NNs, any kind of
linear or nonlinear relationship between the inputs and
outputs can be modeled with a proper NN [20]. It might be
interesting to say that it has been contended that even a
quadratic regression model is computationally less
efficient in comparison with a NN [21]. Also, from
prediction task perspective, NNs do not require any
assumption regarding the trend or seasonality of the
motion beforehand. These properties have made NN a
suitable choice for predicting the future states of a system.
Nicolau et al., for instance, exploited a NN for prediction
of the roll motion of a ship [22]. However, to the best of
authors' knowledge, no previous work has utilized NN for
predicting operator motion in teleoperation systems.
In this work, we make use of an artificial NN to predict
the position of the operator's hand online. The NN is
trained for a short time at the beginning of the operation,
and then can predict the operator movements thereafter.
Two main contributions can be mentioned for the proposed
method: Firstly, using the proposed approach, the
teleoperation system is able to predict not only the
expected operator motions, but also the unexpected ones if
they are not unpredictably sudden. This property enables
human operator to carry out more than one single task at
once, thus there is no need to reinitialize the operation if
the task is decided to be altered slightly. Secondly, there is
no restricting assumption in the proposed method from
applicability point of view, i.e. no specific detailed
information about the operator's intended motion is needed
beforehand. This feature makes the applicability of the
system much wider; from surgery and suturing in medical
robotics, which is believed to have major research impact
in the next decade [23], to ordinary pick and place tasks in
industry. It should also be asserted that the defined motion
is set just as a general case; the NN system can predict any
other type of motion.
2. System architecture
In this work, both free motion (no environment) case
and constant known time delay is assumed, shown in
Figure 2. The structure of the NN is also illustrated in
Figure 3, which is a feedforward network with three
layers. The input layer is comprised of the current and

previous positions of the master robot. If there are m
neurons in the input layer and s is assumed to be the
sample time, the input to the NN will be 𝐗(𝑡)
∶= [𝑥(𝑡) 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝑠) 𝑥(𝑡 − 2𝑠) ⋯ 𝑥(𝑡 − (𝑚 − 1)𝑠)]𝑇 .
The hyperbolic tangent function is considered as the
activation function for the hidden layer.
The output layer always includes one neuron which is
the predicted future position of the master robot, namely
𝑥̂(𝑡 + 𝜏), where τ denotes the time delay and the accent ^
refers to the predicted version of the respective parameter.
The activation function for this neuron is the identity
function, i.e. 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥.
The NN training is carried out based on the
backpropagation gradient descent method. According to
this method, the weight update in each iteration or epoch
follows the relation (2.1),
𝜕𝐸

(𝑛)

𝛥𝑤𝑖𝑗 = −𝜂

(𝑛)

where 𝑤𝑖𝑗 represents the connection weight between the
ith neuron in the (n-1)th layer and the jth neuron in the nth
layer, 𝑛 = 2, 3, … , 𝑁 with N denoting the total number of
layers, and Δ shows the change in the respective weight.
Also η is the learning rate, which is assumed to be
constant, and E is the objective function to be minimized
1
which is 𝐸 = ∑𝑃𝑝=1(𝑜𝑝 − 𝑑𝑝 )2 , where o and d are the
𝑃
actual and desired outputs of the NN, respectively, and P
represents the total number of presented training sets to the
network. The update of the biases follows the same rule by
(𝑛)
(𝑛)
simply replacing 𝑤𝑖𝑗 with 𝑏𝑗 in the relation (2.1). More
detailed explanation about the concepts and formulation of
the gradient descent method can be found in [24].
Generally, there are two approaches to training a NN:
batch-mode and incremental-mode [24]. In this work, both
methods will be used for training the NN.
As mentioned before, the proposed teleoperation
system in this paper is designed based on online prediction
scheme. The system performs according to the following
procedure:
In the first phase, the operator moves the master robot
reciprocally for some time. Knowing a rough estimation of
the period of the motion beforehand, which is denoted by
𝑇ℎ , we record the operator's motion for the first 𝑇1
seconds, where 𝑇1 is slightly bigger than 𝑇ℎ . The slave
robot receives delayed signals in this phase.
In the second phase, the network is trained in 𝑇2
seconds and the operator are asked to cease the operation.
Due to small amount of 𝑇2 , this interruption is expected
not to negatively affect the whole operation.
Finally, after 𝑇1 + 𝑇2 seconds, the NN is completely
ready to be implemented in the system. Although the
motion is expected not to be too far from the trained one in
this phase, it is not indeed a restricting assumption, as we
will show later in section 5 that the NN can predict even
untrained motions and there is no need to keep the same
motion during the whole operation.

𝑦̂(𝑡 + 𝜏𝑚 )

𝑦(𝑡)
Prediction
Master Side
𝑧(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑠 )

(2.1)

(𝑛)

𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑦̂(𝑡)
Communication
Channel

Slave Side
𝑧(𝑡)

Figure 1. A teleoperation system with master state prediction. y and z are two arbitrary parameters
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𝐗(𝑡)
Operator &
Master Robot

𝑥̂(𝑡 + 𝜏)

Communication
Channel

Neural
Network

𝑥̂(𝑡)
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𝑢𝑠 (𝑡)
Controller

Slave Robot

Figure 2. Architecture of a unilateral teleoperation system in which a neural network carries out the prediction task.

(2)

𝑥(𝑡)

𝑤𝑖𝑗

(2)

𝑏𝑗

(3)

𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑥(𝑡 − 𝑠)

𝑥̂(𝑡 + 𝜏)
(3)

.
.
.

𝑏1

.
.
.

𝑥(𝑡 − (𝑚 − 1)𝑠)

Figure 3. Structure of the proposed neural network.

3. Controller design for the slave side
3.1. Inverse kinematics of Phantom Omni
Phantom Omni haptic device provides three
translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. The
translational degrees of freedom are resulted from the three
angles 𝑞𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3) which are depicted in Figure 4. The
inverse kinematics relations are expressed as follows [25]
𝑞1 = −atan2(𝑥𝑒 , 𝑧𝑒 + 𝐿4 );
𝑞3 = 𝑞2 + 𝛼 −

(𝑞)
𝑒̃𝑖 (𝑡) ∶= 𝑞𝑖,𝑚 (𝑡 − 𝜏) − 𝑞𝑖,𝑠 (𝑡)
(𝑞)
before and during the NN training, and 𝑒𝑖 (𝑡)
∶= 𝑞̂𝑖,𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝑞𝑖,𝑠 (𝑡) after the NN training for each joint (i
= 1, 2, 3). Hence, the control input for the slave robot is
obtained as
(𝑥)
(𝑥)
𝑢𝑠 (𝑡) = 𝑘𝑝 𝑒 (𝑥) (𝑡) + 𝑘𝑑 𝑒̇ (𝑥) (𝑡)

should be defined as

(𝑥)

+ 𝑘𝐼

∫ 𝑒 (𝑥) (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

in Cartesian space, and

𝑞2 = 𝛾 + 𝛽;
(3.1)

𝜋
2

(𝑞) (𝑞)
(𝑞) (𝑞)
𝑢𝑠,𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑘𝑝,𝑖 𝑒𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑘𝑑,𝑖 𝑒̇𝑖 (𝑡)
(𝑞)
(𝑞)
+ 𝑘𝐼,𝑖 ∫ 𝑒𝑖 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝐿1 2 +𝐿2 2 − 𝑟 2

where 𝛼 ∶= cos −1 (

), 𝛽 ∶= atan2(𝑦𝑒 − 𝐿3 , 𝑅),

2𝐿1 𝐿2
𝐿1 2 +𝑟 2 −𝐿2 2
−1
𝛾 ∶= cos (
), 𝑅 ∶= √𝑥𝑒 2 +
2𝐿1 𝑟
𝑟 ∶= √𝑥𝑒 2 + (𝑧𝑒 + 𝐿4 )2 − (𝑦𝑒 − 𝐿3 )2 .

(𝑧𝑒 + 𝐿4

(3.2)

)2

and

Also 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 =
133.35 𝑚𝑚, 𝐿3 = 23.35 𝑚𝑚, and 𝐿4 = 168.35 𝑚𝑚. For
more detailed description and proof, please refer to the
main reference [25].
3.2. Controller design
PID controller is adopted for the slave side in this
paper. If the actuators are in Cartesian space themselves,
the error can be defined straightforwardly as 𝑒̃ (𝑥) (𝑡)
∶= 𝑥𝑚 (𝑡 − 𝜏) − 𝑥𝑠 (𝑡) before and during the NN training,
and 𝑒 (𝑥) (𝑡) ∶= 𝑥̂𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑠 (𝑡) after the NN training.
However, if the actuators function in joint space, the error

(3.3)

in joint space, where us is the slave control input, kp, kd and
kI are PID constant gains, superscripts (x) and (q) denote
the Cartesian and joint space respectively, and subscript i
= 1, 2, 3 represents the joints of Phantom Omni. Note that
before and during the NN training, 𝑒(𝑡) is replaced by 𝑒̃ (𝑡)
in (3.2) and (3.3).
We consider a one-degree-of-freedom motion in xdirection of Cartesian coordinates in this paper. So, for
obtaining 𝑞̂𝑖,𝑚 (𝑡) from the inverse kinematic relations we
set 𝑦̂𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑦𝑑𝑒𝑠 and 𝑧̂𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑧𝑑𝑒𝑠 , where 𝑦𝑑𝑒𝑠 and 𝑧𝑑𝑒𝑠
are constant desired positions in y- and z-directions for the
end effector on which it is going to stay during the
operation, while 𝑥̂𝑚 (𝑡) is attained from the NN output
(section 2).
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Figure 4. Phantom Omni reference XYZ coordinates, joints qi and
their resulting translational DoFs.

4. Stability analysis
There are well-known approaches for analyzing
stability of teleoperation systems, such as absolute stability
which considers the system as an input/output network
[26],
passivity
which
deals
with
energy
generation/dissipation of the system [27], and methods
such as Lyapunov analysis [28]. We use the absolute
stability method in this paper. For this aim, the two-port
network (Figure 5) should first be modeled as
𝐹 (𝑠)
ℎ
[ ℎ
] = [ 11
−𝑉𝑠 (𝑠)
ℎ21

ℎ12 𝑉𝑚 (𝑠)
][
]
ℎ22 𝐹𝑒 (𝑠)

(4.1)

where 𝑉𝑠 (𝑠), 𝑉𝑚 (𝑠),𝐹ℎ (𝑠) and 𝐹𝑒 (𝑠) are the velocity of the
slave and master robots, and the human and environment
forces, respectively, in Laplace space. The matrix
containing the h-parameters is the hybrid matrix which is
defined by the following relations if we assume linear
second order dynamics for the desired behavior of the
master and slave robots:
𝐹ℎ (𝑠)
𝑘̅𝑚
ℎ11 ∶=
|
=𝑚
̅ 𝑚 𝑠 + 𝑏̅𝑚 +
𝑉𝑚 (𝑠) 𝐹 =0
𝑠
𝑒

ℎ12 ∶=

𝐹ℎ (𝑠)
|
𝐹𝑒 (𝑠) 𝑉

= 𝑘1 𝑒 −𝜏𝑠𝑠

𝑚 =0

ℎ21 ∶=

−𝑉𝑠 (𝑠)
|
= −𝑘2 𝑒 −𝜏𝑚𝑠
𝑉𝑚 (𝑠) 𝐹 =0

(4.2)

𝑒

−𝑉𝑠 (𝑠)
ℎ22 ∶=
|
𝐹𝑒 (𝑠) 𝑉
{

𝑚 =0

=

𝑠
𝑚
̅ 𝑠 𝑠 2 + 𝑏̅𝑠 𝑠 + 𝑘̅𝑠

where 𝑚
̅, 𝑏̅, 𝑘̅ and τ represent desired mass, desired
damping coefficient, desired stiffness and time delay,
respectively, and the subscripts m and s denote the master
and slave robots, respectively. 𝑘1 > 0 and 𝑘2 > 0 are also
scaling factors for force and position, respectively.

Then, according to Llewellyn's stability criteria, the
system is absolutely stable if the following conditions are
met:
 No poles of ℎ11 and ℎ22 lie on the right half plane
 If any of poles of ℎ11 and ℎ22 lie on the imaginary axis,
they are simple with real and positive residues
 For all real values of ω:
(a): Re(ℎ11 ) ≥ 0
(b): Re(ℎ22 ) ≥ 0
(c): 2Re(ℎ11 )Re(ℎ22 ) − Re(ℎ12 ℎ21 ) − |ℎ12 ℎ21 | ≥ 0
The above conditions, provided that the operator and
environment are passive (which is almost always the case
[29]), result in a stable teleoperation system. The first and
second conditions in addition to (a) and (b) of the third
condition are fulfilled by choosing positive desired
impedance parameters [30]. However, satisfying relation
(c) of the third condition restricts the choices for the
impedance parameters based on the time delay of the
system.
Now we want to investigate the stability of the system
if we add prediction blocks on master and slave sides. We
have ideally 𝐹̂𝑒 (𝑠) = 𝐹𝑒 (𝑠)𝑒 𝜏𝑠𝑠 and 𝑉̂𝑚 (𝑠) = 𝑉𝑚 (𝑠)𝑒 𝜏𝑚 𝑠
for the components which relate the transmitting signals
together. By some mathematical manipulation, it is
straightforward that ℎ̂11 = ℎ11 and ℎ̂22 = ℎ22 . Also the
other two components can be obtained as ℎ̂12
𝐹 (𝑠)
−𝑉 (𝑠)
∶= ̂ℎ |
= 𝑘1 and ℎ̂21 ∶= ̂ 𝑠 |
= −𝑘2 . The first
𝐹𝑒 (𝑠) 𝑉 =0
𝑚

𝑉𝑚 (𝑠) 𝐹 =0
𝑒

and second conditions and (a) and (b) of the third one have
obviously not been changed in comparison with (4.2),
since the predictors do not affect the operator-master robot
and the environment-slave robot interactions, and thus
Re(ℎ11 )Re(ℎ22 ) ≥ 0. Therefore, only (c) of the third
condition should be investigated in order to prove the
stability of the system. That condition is also met, because
we have
2Re(ℎ̂11 )Re(ℎ̂22 ) − Re(ℎ̂12 ℎ̂21 ) − |ℎ̂12 ℎ̂21 |
= 2Re(ℎ11 )Re(ℎ22 ) + 2𝑘1 𝑘2
≥0

(4.3)

where 𝑘1 𝑘2 is positive due to the definition presented
previously.
Finally, provided that the outputs of the prediction
block accurately converge to the actual values of their
respective input parameters and the designed controller in
section 3 is stable, we can conclude from the abovementioned explanations that the whole proposed
teleoperation system in this paper is stable, since it is
clearly a special case of the system investigated above.

Figure 5. A two-port teleoperation system with classical architecture
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5. Results
In the following subsections, the simulation and
experimental results are presented. The parameters
regarding the whole system and the NN are listed in Table
1. To find the proper sample time for training the NN, we
ran the simulation test with different sample times, and we
arrived at a conclusion that the best one is 0.01 s, as
mentioned in Table 1. To provide an example, we
compared the sample times of 0.01 s and 0.001 s. It was
found that with fixed structures, the NN training time in
the latter case was approximately more than ten times the
former case, and furthermore, the generality of the latter
case results was highly poorer than the former case.
Two scenarios are designed in this section to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the
descriptions of which are given below:
Scenario I: In this scenario, a simple input force with
an amplitude and frequency is applied by the operator and
the same motion continues after the training. This scenario
is to investigate whether or not the online trained NN is
able to reproduce the results presented to it as input.
Scenario II: In this scenario, a more complex input
force with amplitude and frequency is applied by the
operator and the same motion continues after the training,
but after some time, the amplitude and frequency are
altered. This is done in order to investigate the prediction
capability of the trained NN in the proposed teleoperation
architecture when encountering untrained motions.
Note that in Figures 6 to 9 in this section, the end of
𝑇1 is marked by the first vertical dash-dot line, and the end
of 𝑇2 is marked by the second dash-dot line. It should also
be stated that all inputs to the NNs are normalized in the
interval [−1, +1].
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environment indeed needs more amount of time to train a
NN in comparison with codes written in C or C++, as will
be shown later in section 5-2. Therefore, the amount of
time 𝑇2 required for NN training is much larger in
simulation study than in experimental test in this paper.

(a)

(b)

5.1. Simulation results
For simulation, a one-degree-of-freedom teleoperation
system in x-direction of Cartesian XYZ system was
simulated by means of Simmechanics library (second
generation) of MATLAB's Simulink. The dynamics of the
master and slave robots were considered as linear second
order ones with 𝑀𝑚 = 𝑀𝑠 = 0.223 𝑘𝑔, 𝐵𝑚 = 𝐵𝑠 =
17.227 𝑁. 𝑠/𝑚 and 𝐾𝑚 = 𝐾𝑠 = 6.286 𝑁/𝑚, where M, B
and K denote mass, damping coefficient and stiffness,
respectively. This dynamics can represent a Phantom
Omni robot [31]. NN training is performed using batchmode method. A constant time delay τ is also simulated for
the system. The slave control input in this case is achieved
from (3.2). The system and NN parameters for the two
scenarios are summarized in Table 2.
Scenario I: The simulated human force which is
applied to the master robot is illustrated in Figure 6(a). The
results for this scenario are depicted in Figures 6(b) to
6(d).
As can be seen from Figure 6(b), the slave robot is able
to predict the master robot motion and move ahead of it,
which results in simultaneous motion of the master and
slave robots, as can be seen in Figure 6(c). This leads to a
highly transparent, yet stable, teleoperation system in
which the time delay is not felt by the operator. A
comparison between the pre-training and post-training
portions of the operation in Figure 6(c) will further prove
this fact. It is noticeable that a code written in MATLAB

(c)

(d)
Figure 6. Simulation of Scenario I. (a) Human force. (b) Master
position and predicted master position. Note that prediction occurs
after T2 (second dash-dot line). (c) Master and slave positions. (d)
Position error. Note that during the whole operation, including
T1+T2, the definition for e^(x) is depicted.
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Table 1. System and NN parameters which are in common among
all simulation and experimental tests.
Parameter Description

Value Unit

m

Number of input layer neurons

10

-

s

System sample time

0.01

sec

τ

System time delay

0.5

sec

T1

Time for gathering NN inputs

10

sec

-

Number of hidden layer neurons for
Scenario I

10

-

-

Number of hidden layer neurons for
Scenario II

18

-

-

Minimum value of objective function
to stop NN training

0.001

-

(a)

Table 2. System and NN parameters for both scenarios in
simulation study.
Parameter Description

Value

Unit

η

NN learning rate

0.04

-

T2

NN training time

8

sec

-

Maximum epochs to stop NN
training

4000

-

Proportional PID gain

250

N/m

0

N.s/m

155

N/(m.s)

(x)

kp

(x)
kd
(x)
kI

Derivative PID gain
Integral PID gain

Scenario II: The simulated human force which is
applied to the master robot in this scenario is illustrated in
Figure 7(a). The results for this scenario are shown in
Figures 7(b) to 7(d).
It can be inferred from Figures 7(b) to 7(d) that not
only the results of Scenario I are valid for more complex
motions, but also using a NN in the system enables it to
predict new motions if the amplitude and frequency are not
too far from those of the trained motion. In other words,
the NN can correctly predict newly intended motions of
the operator which had been unknown to the system before
their first appearance, particularly in the first phase. As can
be seen in Figure 7(b), The NN has performed a good
prediction of the master robot position during the whole
operation. Therefore, in spite of large amount of time
delay in the system, Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show that the
slave robot has successfully tracked the master robot
position in advance and the system is stable and highly
transparent.

(b)

(c)

5.2. Experimental results
In this section, the end effector of Phantom Omni
moves only in x-direction with respect to the reference
Cartesian coordinates (Figure 4). Hence, three controllers
should be designed for the joints 𝑞1 , 𝑞2 and 𝑞3 .
The online NN training is carried out by incrementalmode method through Fast Artificial Neural Network
(FANN) library for C++. A constant time delay τ is
considered for the system. The system and NN parameters
for these scenarios are summarized in Table 3.

(d)
Figure 7. Simulation of Scenario II. (a) Human force. (b) Master
position and predicted master position. Note that prediction occurs
after T2 (second dash-dot line). (c) Master and slave positions. (d)
Position error. Note that during the whole operation, including
T1+T2, the definition for e^(x) is depicted.
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Table 3. System and NN parameters for both scenarios in
experimental test.
Parameter

Description

η

NN learning rate

0.7

-

T2

NN training time

4

sec

-

Maximum epochs to stop
NN training

2000

-

(q)

Proportional PID gain for
q1

4

N.m/rad

(q)

Derivative PID gain for
q1

0.15

N.m.s/rad

(q)

Integral PID gain for q1

0.4

N.m/(rad.s)

(q)

Proportional PID gain for
q2

2.2

N.m/rad

(q)

Derivative PID gain for
q2

0.01

N.m.s/rad

k I,2

(q)

Integral PID gain for q2

0.06

N.m/(rad.s)

(q)
k p,3

Proportional PID gain for
q3

2.2

N.m/rad

k d,3

(q)

Derivative PID gain for
q3

0.01

N.m.s/rad

(q)
k I,3

Integral PID gain for q3

0.06

N.m/(rad.s)

k p,1
k d,1
k I,1

k p,2
k d,2

Value

Unit

Scenario I: The results for this scenario are illustrated
in Figures 8(a) to 8(c).
Consistent with the simulation results, Figure 8(a)
shows that the motion of the master robot is well predicted
by the NN and the slave robot has tracked the master
position ahead, which is further demonstrated by Figure
8(b) in which the master and slave robots are shown to be
moving simultaneously. High transparency of the system
can also be deduced by comparing pre- and post-training
intervals in Figures 8(b) and 8(c). Also, to quantitatively
prove the stated facts, the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
and the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE)
during the prediction period for this scenario are obtained
to be 7.42 mm and 5.57%, respectively. The NRMSE is
defined by (5.1), where 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑥𝑚 } and 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑥𝑚 } denote the
maximum and minimum position of the master robot,
respectively, during the prediction period.
RMSE
(5.1)
NRMSE ∶=
𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑥𝑚 } − 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑥𝑚 }
Meanwhile, as mentioned earlier in section 5-1, the
time 𝑇2 in experimental test is seen to be smaller because
NN is trained much faster by FANN than in MATLAB
environment.
Scenario II: The results for this scenario are depicted
in Figures 9(a) to 9(c).
Again, the results in Figures 9(a) to 9(c) show high
transparency of the system. Consistent with the results
obtained through simulation, Figure 9(a) indicates that the
system is capable of predicting both trained and untrained
motions of the master robot, despite having a large amount
of time delay in the system. Furthermore, online tracking
capability of the slave robot can be seen in Figures 9(b)
and 9(c), especially by comparing pre- and post-training
time intervals. To further prove these facts quantitatively,
the RMSE and the NRMSE (as defined by (5.1)) during
the prediction period for this scenario are obtained to be
11.71 mm and 7.04%, respectively.
Of course, looking more closely at Figure 9(b), the
slave robot is observed not to precisely track the master
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robot position at some points, around t = 28 s for instance.
This is because the NN is trained by a small amount of
data in comparison with the applied motions after the
training. In other words, unlike Scenario I, the slave robot
does not have much information about what motion the
human operator is going to apply next. Consequently, it
may fail to accurately predict the operator motion at
sometimes.
However, figure 9 (b) shows that the variable
amplitude and frequency of the applied motion is well
predicted despite almost merely one period of input
training data to the NN. If more accurate
prediction is desired, obviously more input data should
be presented to the NN which, in turn, takes more time and
may seem a negative point to the operator.
Simulation and experimental results presented in this
section also show that both batch-mode and incrementalmode trainings have yielded reliable results.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8. Experiment of Scenario I. (a) Master position and
predicted master position. Note that prediction occurs after T2
(second dash-dot line). (b) Master and slave positions. (c) Position
error. Note that during the whole operation, including T1+T2, the
definition for e^(x) is depicted.
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Possible future directions include considering
stochastic time delay in communication channel, taking
environment force into account and reducing the time of
motion halt during training phase.
References

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Experiment of Scenario II. (a) Master position and
predicted master position. Note that prediction occurs after T2
(second dash-dot line). (b) Master and slave positions. (c) Position
error. Note that during the whole operation, including T1+T2, the
definition for e^(x) is depicted.

6. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, a neural network was incorporated on
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predict the future position of the operator's hand online.
The discussion on the superiority of the presented method
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literature was provided, too.
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robot motions without delay. Meanwhile, the NN predictor
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Abstract
Global primary energy demand will most likely increase in the coming decades as a result of a growing world population
and generally increasing prosperity. Historically, increasing energy demand has usually been associated with increases in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as the additional energy needs are met by the utilization of fossil fuels. However, in order
to meet the efforts to curb climate change, both existing and emerging energy demands (and therefore energy supply systems)
must be sustainably covered using renewable energy resources. In this context, two different development scenarios are
presented in this paper: First, based on historical developments in recent years, the given expansion pathway of renewable
energies is extrapolated until the year 2050 (bottom-up perspective). However, as this expansion does not meet the climate
goals set to meet the 1.5 °C target, additionally a development pathway, which meets the GHG reduction goals in 2050 is
developed (top-down perspective). Given the very high levels of energy delivered from (fluctuating) renewable energy
sources needed for such a sustainable development path, comprehensive decarbonization (concerning fossil carbon) requires
a much better interconnection of the different energy sectors (electricity, heat, mobility) compared to today; some of these
necessities are also presented because they influence the further development of the energy system and thus the role of
renewables considerably. All over, the paper shows that the already ongoing efforts to achieve the 1.5 °C target must be
intensified dramatically; the already significant developments related to the installation of new systems to use renewable
sources of energy are not enough to achieve the defined targets.
© 2019 Jordan Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
Global primary energy demand amounted to roughly
547 EJ (152 PWh) in 2017 ([1, 2] and own calculations).
This energy demand is expected to grow significantly in
the coming decades summing up to an overall energy
consumption of roughly 670 EJ/a (187 PWh/a) [3] until the
year 2040. Around 88 % of this demand is covered by
using fossil fuel energy (namely coal, natural gas and
crude oil), whose energy-related use leads to a release of
additional (anthropogenic) carbon dioxide as well as other
greenhouse gases (GHG), which together in turn affect
global climate [3]. Especially the combustion of such
fossil fuels in a variety of consumption sectors constitutes
the main contribution to manmade greenhouse gas
emissions and therefore the so-called anthropogenic
greenhouse effect. Thus, Fig. 1 shows the specific GHG
emissions in relation to the specific energy demand of
different countries related to the year 2014. A clear
interrelationship between high-income and high GHG
emissions is apparent. Higher income is related to an
increased consumption of energy and thus (based on
current energy supply structures) higher GHG emissions.
To address the increasing riskiness of global climate
* Corresponding author e-mail: j.lange@tuhh.de

change, the overarching goal should be to drastically
reduce such emissions. Stopping or hindering global
development towards increasing energy use (due to
prosperity reasons) cannot be a widely acceptable solution.
Therefore – in order to limit global GHG-emissions – the
establishment of global low-GHG emission or GHG
emission-free energy supply structures should be the
overarching goal of energy and environmental politics
within the various governments throughout the world.
Consequently, energy supply systems in countries with
already high or even very high GHG emissions must be
transformed in a way, that a high energy demand can
increasingly be met without releasing (significant amounts
of) GHG emissions (dark grey arrow in Fig. 1). Likewise,
countries with low GHG-emissions – and this usually
means so far low-income countries (light grey circles) –
must be able to increase the amount of supplied energy –
and thus welfare and standard of living – while also
slightly reducing (or at least without increasing) GHG
emissions (light grey arrow).
To achieve such a development goal contributing
towards a more sustainable development, energy supply
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must become increasingly less dependent on fossil carbonbased energy carriers (i.e. coal, crude oil, natural gas). The
only way to do this in a sustainable manner (without
producing nuclear waste) and based on acceptable costs
lies in a strongly expanded use of renewable energies –
and this means for the time being a clearly increased
utilization of wind energy and solar radiation.
Energy conversion technologies and systems using
renewable energies mostly provide electrical energy. Due
to the almost arbitrarily realizable transformation of
electricity to other forms of energy (e.g. heat, mechanical
energy), electrical energy from renewables can be used to
substitute carbon-based fossil fuels in basically all sectors
of the overall energy system, enabling (on the longer term)
a basically climate-neutral energy supply. Nevertheless,
such fundamental transformations will imply additional
changes within the overall energy system. An appropriate
and improved coupling of different energy sectors (e.g.,
electricity sector, heat sector, mobility sector) is needed to
integrate lager shares of electricity in formerly unelectrified energy sectors (e.g., mobility). Also, some
additional applications are needed to sustain a secure
system operation especially of the electricity supply
system even with high shares of wind and solar power
production characterized by strong fluctuations and clear
regional supply differences.
As a result of the Kyoto process, the need for the
significant reduction of GHG emissions has been
recognized by more and more countries (90 % of the
warmest years since the start of temperature records in
1880 occurred within the past decade [6], which is
becoming more and more evident globally). The
consequences of this slow process of cognition have been
a multitude of multilateral and international agreements
aiming to reduce GHG emissions in the coming years.
Even though global GHG emissions continue to rise
significantly due to over-proportional rising welfare, such
agreements – even if certain states have temporarily
stepped out for primarily domestic political reasons –
support a rethinking process within the global energy
industry. Thus, on a global scale, in recent years, most
capacity additions within the electricity sector have been in
systems using renewable energies – and here in particular
photovoltaic and wind powered plants. For example, in
2017 157 GW of renewable power production capacity

was installed, by far exceeding the 70 GW for
conventional power plants [7].
Against this background, first the most important
drivers for the development of global energy demand are
elucidated. Then, based on the current energy supply
system structure, the global energy demand for the year
2050 is estimated (the forecast for 2040 from [3] is
extrapolated till 2050 by assuming an overall growth rate
that is 50 % of the growth rate between today and 2040).
This global energy demand implicitly states the
population’s demand for usable energy (considering
conversion efficiencies). Based on this demand, two
development pathways until the year 2050 are shown – on
the one hand based on currently visible and already
ongoing worldwide developments especially for renewable
energies (bottom-up) and on the other hand based on the
necessary reductions of GHG emissions to achieve the so
called 1.5 °C-goal (top-down), assuming the same demand
for usable energy in all cases. Finally, some conclusions
are drawn and discussed. The approach is schematically
depicted in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the approach
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2. Global Trends and key drivers
The further development of the energy demand and
thus of the global energy supply system are fundamentally
determined and driven by only very few main key drivers.
These globally visible trends have significant and
profound implications on the worldwide development of
the various energy systems; they are described hereinafter.
2.1. Growing energy demand

Total world population
in billions (dasehd)

10
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0.8
0.6

6

4
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0.2

0
0.0
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Ten-year average of world population
growth in billions (dotted)

Certain ongoing and irreversible trends inevitably lead
to a strong increase in global energy demand. The main
driving developments (world population and prosperity)
are discussed below.
World population. The current world population of
around 7.5 billion people demands on average around
20.1 MWh/a or 72.5 GJ/a of primary energy per person
([13, 14]). By the year 2100, about 10 to 11 billion people
will populate our planet (Fig. 3) [13]. Due to the still
increasing life expectancy in connection with birth rates,
which are decreasing but still amount to roughly 2.5 babies
per woman on average [15], there will be a significant
increase in world population in the coming decades.
Especially in highly populated countries such as China or
India, the sharply increasing life expectancy in recent
decades is particularly apparent. Under the assumption,
that the global energy demand (without consideration of
the individual energy demand) is at least proportional to
the population, this alone will inevitably lead to a (strong)
increase in energy demand in the future.
12
1.0

Figure 3. Development of the world population (dashed line: left
axis; dotted line; right axis) [13]

Prosperity. In addition to population growth, the
average prosperity of the overall society respectively of
each average citizen is increasing on a global scale. In

recent decades, there has been a clear trend towards
significantly higher incomes of larger and larger
population groups in an increasing number of countries
with a former low-income level; i.e., the so-called middle
class is growing very fast worldwide in absolute and
relative terms. Consequently, growing prosperity leads to
an over-proportionally rising energy demand (Fig. 4). The
average global income increased by a factor of 2.5
between 1965 and 2014 with an even higher growth in
energy consumption by a factor of 3.5. The decade with
the highest growth was from 2000 to 2010, where
emerging countries like China entered a phase of rapid
economic development paired with a significant growth in
energy demand. The growing incomes and the associated
additional financial opportunities within more and more
emerging countries lead to more and new needs, typically
associated with (increasing) energy consumption (e.g.,
mobility, consumption of high-quality and energyintensive food and consumer goods, air conditioning or
communication).
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There are multiple different forecasts for the
development of the global energy supply for the year 2040
/ 2050 (e.g. [3, 8–10]). Additionally, there are different
elaborations on development pathways for reaching an
energy supply structure that is compliant with climate
goals (e.g. [11, 12]). The following elaboration serves as a
connection between both types of forecasts by explicitly
pointing out the gap between the system development that
is currently taking place and one that would be needed in
order to evade the threat of a global climate crisis.
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Figure 4. Yearly global average of energy consumption in
relation to the yearly average global income (purchasing power
parity, PPP) [5, 16]

In the medium to longer term, it is likely that the rise in
energy demand due to increasing prosperity in many
developing and emerging countries will approach the level
of the industrialized OECD countries characterized today
by a significantly higher demand of energy (Fig. 1). Even
if the energy efficiency efforts should be more successful
in the future than in the past in the industrialized countries
(and in many developing and emerging countries), this
development will most likely lead to a significant increase
in global energy demand in the future.
The historical increase of global energy demand caused
a steady increase in global GHG emissions over the past
decades and centuries. As shown in Fig. 5, there is a strong
correlation between increasing energy consumption and
global GHG emissions due to the strong utilization of
mostly carbon-based fossil fuels. This is due the fact that
apart from hydropower (and nuclear power based on
public subsidies) typically the use of fossil fuels has been
the economically most promising (and most easily
realizable) option for energy provision in the last century.
For this reason, existing energy systems are largely based
on fossil fuels, since these were (and are) available in large
quantities and at low cost.

Global GHG emissions in billion t of
CO 2 eq/a
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Figure 5. Yearly global average of GHG emissions in relation to
energy consumption [15, 17]

2.2. Environmentally friendly energy
The strong economic growth in recent years and the
corresponding sharp rise in energy consumption (due to
rising population as well as growing prosperity) have led
to massive consequences for the global energy supply
system. Most of the power plants, which were built in the
past, are based on the conversion of fossil fuels and
therefore are responsible for emitting carbon dioxide and
other substances like Sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
influencing the local as well as the global environment.
Furthermore, the exploration, extraction and use of fossil
fuels as well as the use of nuclear power is strongly linked
with the risk of significant anthropogenic environmental
catastrophes with a global impact (e.g., the Chernobyl and
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, the Deepwater
Horizon explosion and the resulting oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico or the disaster of the crude oil super tanker Exxon
Valdez). Such significant impacts on local and global
environment resulting in the loss of single species and
even complete operating eco systems lead to a growing
awareness related to environmental aspects within people
of various countries on this globe. Additionally, an
increasing sensitivity for a (more) sustainable development
emerges globally from such environmental disasters,
which are presented by media globally.
Consequently, research and technological development
of the recent decades has focused primarily on a more
efficient use of wind and solar power, as these represent
options to address the described challenges and can enable
an emission-free and sustainable provision of electricity
respectively energy. Additionally, they can contribute to a
rural electricity supply, which does only exist rudimentary
(or not at all) in some developing and emerging countries.
These technological trends towards more efficient and less
expensive technologies for energy supply from renewable
energy resources characterized by a modular installation
have contributed significantly to the recent unexpected
expansion of renewable energies on a global scale. And
this development will continue in the years to come due to
the reasons outlined above.

2.3. Interim conclusion
As explained in Chapter 2.1, global energy demand will
most likely continue to rise sharply. In order to secure a
climate and environmentally friendly energy provision,
this mandatory rising energy demand has to be met mostly
based on renewable energies. This necessity demands for
the two different transformation pathways for energy
systems in countries around the globe outlined below.
 Already
developed
energy
systems,
which
predominantly exist in high-income and highly
industrializes countries, have to be transformed by
replacing conventional (fossil) energy provision with
an increasing amount of renewable power plants (dark
grey arrow in Fig. 1). These countries would have to
follow a path of growth-neutral (or growth-unaffected)
decarbonization concerning the carbon of fossil origin.
 Emerging energy supply systems, which predominantly
exist in lower income countries (i.e., developing and
emerging countries), will undoubtedly be characterized
by growing energy systems coupled with growing
prosperity. Nevertheless, these countries would have to
manage a path of (fossil) carbon-neutral growth to
allow compliance with global climate goals (light grey
arrow in Fig. 1).
Hybrid paths (combinations of both paths) are also
possible for countries in the medium income region (i.e.,
emerging and partly industrialized countries). Nonetheless,
all these transformation paths are connected to a massive
expansion of the utilization of renewable energies globally.
Therefore, the following chapters analyze global
expansion trends for renewable energies. Additionally,
based on a bottom-up perspective, global shares of
renewable energies are forecasted based on current
development trends. Beside this, from a top-down
perspective, based on the globally agreed GHG-emission
limitations the necessary development of a use of
renewable energies to be compliant with climate goals in
the year 2050 is assessed.
3. Global energy supply – status and developments
Analyzing the current global energy supply system, a
clear dominance of fossil fuels in terms of total primary
energy supply is apparent (Fig. 6). In 2016, fossil fuels
accounted for roughly 88 % of the world’s primary energy
supply (hydro and nuclear are treated directly as electrical
energy); that means coal (hard coal and lignite), crude oil
and natural gas are currently the most commonly used
energy carriers worldwide. Renewable energies play only a
minor role with a total contribution of roughly 9.1 % ( [1,
2] and own calculation). The share of primary energy used
for the provision of electricity is roughly 30 % globally
(accounting for transformation losses for fossil fuels); i.e.,
about 70 % of worlds primary energy demand is used for
heating, mobility and other purposes (e.g., used as a raw
material for the chemical industry) [1]. The largest share of
electricity generation is provided based on coal-fired
power plants; crude oil respectively its derivate are mostly
used for mobility and natural gas is flexibly divided
between different sectors.
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compliant with climate goals, overall GHG emissions must
be reduced drastically. In 2017 they amounted to roughly
36 Gt/a [18], which would have to be reduced as close to
zero as possible until 2050.

The shares of the energy sources by sector indicate,
which parts of energy supply will be easily substituted by
electricity from power plants based on the use of
renewable sources of energy (e.g. electricity from all other
sources) and which parts ask for additional technology.
For example, roughly 20 % of global primary energy
demand is attributable to mobility (almost completely met
using oil). To substitute this primary energy component
through renewable energies (which predominantly provide
electrical energy), formerly separated energy sectors
existing within the overall energy system must be
increasingly interconnected (e.g. meeting mobility demand
through e-mobility). Such sector coupling normally
requires further integration technologies like new charging
infrastructures or battery storage in cars.
Fig. 7 shows the development of global primary energy
demand until the year 2050 (based on [17] and own
calculations). Following this analysis, the total energy
demand will rise considerably (driven by the factors
described above). Most likely, this clearly increasing
energy demand will be covered by electricity to a much
higher share compared to today (this development
tendency is already apparent).
The shown demand for 2050 is treated as a basis for the
global population’s demand for usable energy (considering
conversion efficiencies), that must be met by the energy
supply system for each development pathway. While
electricity from renewable energies (as well as from
nuclear power) is directly treated as primary energy in this
paper, this increasing share of electricity consumption
within the overall global energy system reduces overall
conversion losses from primary to usable energy which in
turn reduces overall primary energy demand. This is a
reason why the prospected energy demand does not
increase as strong as expected based on the currently
visible developments also discussed in chapter 2. Another
reason for this rather moderate increase of energy demand
is the fact that improvements of energy efficiency
measures are implied to become more effective. To be
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4. Energy from renewables – status and developments
The described drivers (chapter 2.1 and 2.2) will
significantly impact the expansion of renewable power
production capacities in the coming decades. In addition,
there will most likely be some further technological
development as it has been realized in the past.
Hereinafter, a bottom-up discussion about the
advancement of the most relevant options to use renewable
sources of energy for electricity provision is presented
from today’s point of view. Already emerging tendencies
are carried on and developed for the following years under
the assumption that the expansion of renewable power
plants is mostly based on economic and not predominantly
on environmental and/or political respectively legally
controlled decisions.
4.1. Photovoltaics
Economic and technological development of
photovoltaics (concerning solar cells / modules as well as
system components) has been unexpectedly rapid in the
past decade. Photovoltaics systems are becoming
increasingly durable, robust, efficient and especially
cheaper. Additionally, it is most likely that this
development will continue in the coming years.
By the end of 2017, around 385 GW of photovoltaic
capacity had been installed worldwide, with more than
90 GW newly added in 2017 alone. For the past four years,
photovoltaic has been the world’s fastest-growing
technology for power generation from renewable energies
with a potential electricity generation of around 435 to
635 TWh in 2017 [19, 20]. This development is shown in
Fig. 8.
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This overall development has led to a significant global
expansion of the installed photovoltaic capacity as well as
power production. Additionally, the globally available
potential for further photovoltaic development does not
seem to be limited for the years to come; i.e., a further fast
development of a photovoltaic electricity generation is
expected with a high probability.
Under consideration of the known development goals
for the main active markets till 2022 (adding remaining
nations with average past growth rates) a global installed
capacity of at least 835 GW is likely. Electricity
production would than amount to 900 till 1,300 TWh/a.
With an ongoing decline of cost and thus accelerated
expansion, installed capacities would rise to roughly
1,600 GW until the year 2030 with a power production
between 1,700 and 2,800 TWh/a (the upper value assumes
that a rise in global mean capacity factor takes place). In
2050 an installed capacity of over 8,000 GW is quite
likely, which would provide roughly 10,800 to
14,800 TWh/a. From today’s perspective, it is rather
probable, that photovoltaic will become the most important
power generation technology based on renewable energies
in the future [20].
4.2. Wind Energy
Strong cost reduction for wind power plants has driven
a global increase of on- and offshore wind power
production in the past years paired with increasingly more
robust and reliable wind mills. This is true for onshore
application anyway and in recent years more and more
valid also for offshore wind parks.
By the end of 2017, around 539 GW of installed
capacity of wind turbines were operating worldwide (new
capacity in 2017 of around 52 GW) [21], which generated
around 1,060 TWh of electricity (Fig. 9). The majority is
installed onshore, only about 4 % are installed offshore
[20].
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Figure 9. Annual power generation and cumulative installed
wind turbines capacity worldwide [17, 20]

Globally there are still many undeveloped sites
(onshore as well as offshore) with high average wind
speeds, allowing the assumption, that wind power will be
further developed in der future. This development goes
hand in hand with reduced specific prices. On a global
scale there is no real limitation to wind power expansion
from today’s point of view. Existing national expansion
goals add up to around 50 to 60 GW of additional capacity
in the next years mostly in Asia, followed by Europe and
North America. Until the year 2022, globally installed
capacity could potentially amount to 840 GW, providing
roughly 1,700 TWh/a of electricity. Offshore wind will
only make up a small share of this (about 50 GW). Under
the assumption of a continuously progressive expansion,
the worldwide installed capacity will amount to 1,400 GW
(electricity provision of 3,000 TWh/a) in 2030. Until the
year 2050 this capacity can amount to roughly 5,000 GW –
implying an ongoing stable expansion. The power
production will than sum up to 10,000 to 12,500 TWh/a. In
the long run, wind power together with photovoltaic will
most likely show the largest market shares of renewable
energies [20].
4.3. Hydro power
Hydroelectric power plants are an established
technology. Thus, there has not been any major
technological development in the recent years and is not
foreseeable that there will be any major improvement in
the future (the overall efficiency lies between 80 and 90 %
and is therefore already quite high). Main disadvantages of
hydro power are its dependency on suitable locations and
high specific investments. Many suitable locations are
already exploited; therefore, the focus will increasingly lie
on small hydroelectric power stations – and even there, the
potential is foreseeably limited.
In 2017, approximately 1,267 GW of electrical power
was installed in hydropower plants (including an addition
of 22 GW in 2017), including approximately 153 GW of
capacity installed in pumped storage power plants. In total,
about 4,185 TWh of electricity were generated in 2017 by
hydro power (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Annual power generation and cumulative installed
hydro power capacity worldwide [20]

Nonetheless, multiple hydro power plants are currently
planned or constructed, which will lead to an increase of
the overall installed capacity in the following years,
resulting in a global installed capacity of around 1,400 GW
providing roughly 4,600 TWh/a of electricity in 2022. By
the year 2030 this capacity will potentially increase to
between 1,500 to 1,600 GW (roughly 5,000 TWh/a) [20]
and until 2050 global installed hydroelectric power
capacity might amount to 2,200 GW with an electricity
production of roughly 7,300 TWh/a. The high cost of
exploitation of further, more inaccessible sites will be the
main obstruction for a stronger advancement of hydro
power.
4.4. Biomass
Another renewable energy option is the utilization of
biomass. Nowadays, biomass constitutes the largest
renewable energy source, mainly due to the use of biomass
for cooking and heating in less developed energy systems
as well as in industrialized countries especially in the
country side. Additionally, modern biomass utilization has
increased globally for heat and electricity production in the
last decades, as a result of improved and more reliable
conversion technologies. An increased use of organic
waste materials (e.g. organic waste fraction, organic waste
from the food processing industry) adds up to this
development. The sustainably usable amount of biomass
will nevertheless be a limiting factor for biomass related
energy provision.
At the end of 2017, around 112 GW of power plants
using solid biofuels were operating, generating a total of
555 TWh of electricity; the largest existing capacities are
in the USA (17 GW) [22]. In 2017, about 330 million t of
organic waste have been thermally utilized providing
between 82 and 110 TWh of electricity. For 2017, it can be
assumed that the installed capacity for biogas lies between
19 to 23 GW. With this capacity, a potential power
generation of 114 to 137 TWh is possible globally ([20,
23]).
Concerning solid biomass for electricity generation
with a continuously increasing global capacity until 2022,
roughly 112 GW will be installed with an energy provision
of around 460 TWh. Global capacity might rise to 130 GW
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in 2030 (600 TWh/a) and to 190 GW in 2050 (850 to
950 TWh/a). Biogas production is also increasing, leading
to roughly 25 GW of installed capacity in 2022, providing
162 TWh/a of electricity. This capacity will potentially
rise to 30 GW till 2030 [20] and 40 GW until 2050 with an
electricity production of 230 TWh/a and 300 TWh/a
respectively. A possibly larger potential for biomass
energy lies in the use for thermal energy supply, which is
already partly exploited today and will most likely be an
integrative part of future energy systems.
4.5. Other renewables
Geothermal energy and concentrated solar power (CSP)
will most likely only play a minor role in renewable power
production in the future.
In the year 2017 the global electric capacity of
geothermal energy amounted to roughly 13 GW, providing
around 73 TWh/a of electricity. Strongly limited highenthalpy resources make the electricity provision from
geothermal energy a niche technology with no major
influence on global electricity production in the future.
Nevertheless, geothermal energy might be of larger
importance concerning heat energy supply (in district
heating systems as well as small applications like single
family household heat pumps). CSP is even less developed
globally. Merely 5 GW of power are installed today. Due
to the high cost compared to photovoltaics, the expansion
will be drastically limited.
4.6. Summary – current development trends
A bottom-up approach from today’s point of view
(assuming a commercially driven expansion of renewable
energies based on the current frame conditions and price
relations) forecasts a quite fast expansion of power
production from renewable sources of energy. Fig. 11
shows this expected development of the electricity
provision namely for wind power, photovoltaics, hydro
power and others for the coming decades (Fig. 11 does
only include electricity from renewables).
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Figure 11. Forecast of global renewable electricity production
[17]

4.7. Comparison
Even though this development constitutes a strong
increase compared to the development in recent years,
renewable energies for electricity provision will only
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contribute with a rather small part of overall electricity
provision according to the development scenario outlined
above.
As another consequence of a raising share of electricity
generation especially from renewable sources of energy,
also other energy sectors (e.g., heat sector, mobility sector)
will be increasingly electrified. In this context electricity
will most likely also be used in combination with other
energy sources (like low enthalpy heat for heat pumps) to
over-proportionately increase the share of renewables
within the overall energy supply system; but for
technological reasons this option is limited to certain
markets. This development is very much powered and
pushed by GHG reduction efforts in some countries and/or
regions.
Based on the forecasted energy demand by fuel for the
year 2040 according to [3] including the bottom-up
forecast of renewable energies realized above, the overall
composition of global energy supply for the year 2050 can
be roughly estimated. For this assessment, the following
assumptions are made.
 Growth rates by fuel between 2040 and 2050 are
roughly half of those between 2016 and 2040 as
assumed in [3].
 Often in such assessments, electricity from nuclear,
hydro and other renewable sources of energy are
converted back to primary energy by calculating the
primary energy equivalent of an average thermal power
plant (with an efficiency of 38 %) needed to supply the
same amount of electricity; this is for example also
realized in [3]. In contrast to that, here, electricity from
those technologies using e.g. renewable sources of
energy is directly treated as primary energy (which
does in fact lead to an underrepresentation of renewable
energies compared to the approach realized in [3]).
 Differences between the assumed development for
hydro power and renewables based on [3] and those
described in this chapter (i.e., the development shown
in Fig. 11) are included in the overall energy supply
forecast for the year 2050 (i.e. here, the amount of
energy from renewable sources is roughly 25 % higher
in comparison to [3]). The amount of energy by which
the forecasts of Fig. 11 exceeds the forecasts in [3] is
accounted for by reducing the share of fossil fuel
(compared to [3]). The reduction is determined by
calculating the primary energy a thermal power plant
with an efficiency of 38 % would need to supply the
same amount of electricity. This amount is than
subtracted from the fossil primary energy components.
 An increasing electricity provision from renewable
sources will primarily substitute electricity production
formerly accomplished by conventional power plants
(i.e., driven by fossil fuel energy). In this context
primarily oil and coal fired power plants are replaced.
Power production from hydroelectric power plants is
assumed to directly substitute electricity provided by
conventional power plants. For other renewable power
provision, which supposedly mostly relies on
fluctuating production from wind energy and solar

power, an increasing need for energy storage will
reduce its capability to replace demand-driven
conventional power production. To account for this
reduction, renewable electricity is assumed to replace
fossil-based electricity production by a factor of 0.75
(e.g., to replace 0.75 MWh of electricity from demanddriven power plants 1 MWh of electricity from
fluctuating renewable energies must be provided).
This calculation results in the shares shown in Fig. 12.
Overall energy demand amounts to roughly 189 PWh/a
(considering an overall tendency towards increasing
electrification). Out of these around 42.2 PWh/a are
provided based on renewable sources of energy including
hydro power. The main source of primary energy is now
natural gas with 59 PWh/a, because of the massive buildup of the use of renewable energy, both less oil and coal
are used; thus, their shares within the overall electricity
provision system are declining.

Figure 12. Forecasted shares of total global primary energy
consumption (189 PWh) in 2050 (bottom up)

Against this background, based on such a bottom-up
perspective the total primary energy demand estimated by
2050 (chapter 3) can be covered by roughly 22 % by the
described utilization of renewable sources of energy.
Even though this development assumes a quite strong
increase of renewable power production, there is still a
large deficit between the resulting energy supply and an
energy provision system that is conform with the globally
accepted 1.5 °C-goal. If the use of energy sources is
structured as shown in Fig. 12, there will be energy related
GHG-emissions of roughly 36 Gt/a in 2050 emitted, which
is roughly the amount of today’s global emissions [18].
This is again shown in Fig. 13. The increased energy
supply from renewable energy sources is almost
compensated by growth, leading to mostly constant GHG
emissions. Overall, primary energy consumption is slightly
lower than the forecasted amount, due to a higher degree
of electrification.
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Figure 13. Bottom-up development of renewable energies and the
overall energy supply system

The amount of GHG-emissions in that scenario will
quite clearly exceed the emissions for the year 2050
according to the latest GHG abatement agreement (e.g.
Paris climate agreement); i.e., this scenario is not
compliant with global climate goals. Despite the assumed
strong development of the use of renewable energies,
countries will clearly fail to follow the necessary reduction
paths depicted in Fig. 1. To achieve those goals, a much
more rapid expansion would be needed.
5. Necessary global expansion of renewable energies
In order to be compliant with the Paris climate
agreement, it is necessary, to significantly reduce GHG
emissions in the years to come. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated in 2018, that
according to limit the rise of mean global temperature to
1.5 °C with a probability of 66 %, the overall global GHG
emissions yet to be made should not exceed 420 billion t
[24]. If the goal is to limit the increase to 2 °C, the amount
of allowed GHG emissions slightly increases. But
nevertheless, a net zero emission status has to be reached
rather early than late. Thus, numerous GHG-reduction
pathways have been developed. One of these pathways
assumes halving the CO2 emissions every decade from
2020 to 2050 [25]. For 2050 this results in an allowed
amount of 5 Gt/a of GHG to be emitted. Assuming that all
emissions not related to fossil fuels are either reduced
through a change of process or captured (carbon capture
and storage, CSS), these 5 Gt/a would be the absolute limit
for emissions from the use of fossil fuels in the year 2050.
5.1. Necessary development
The trends described in the previous chapter assume a
mostly cost-driven (commercially viable) expansion of an
increased use of renewable energies based on current
frame conditions and the relative cost differences valid
now. In opposite to this approach in the following, a topdown discussion about the necessary global expansion of
the use of renewable sources of energy is given based on
the climate goals described above. Therefore, this chapter
presents a development of the increased use of renewable
energies under the precondition that the development
fulfils the valid reduction goals and thus the advancements
are mostly driven by environmental aspects. Additionally,
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it is assumed that such a development is possible without
additionally reducing the overall energy demand (i.e., the
economic development is assumed to be the same as
already defined in chapters 3 and 4).
To reach an energy supply compliant with global
climate goals, the use of fossil fuels as an energy source
would have to be drastically reduced. To estimate a
necessary global energy supply structure, that would fulfil
this strong reduction of fossil fuels, a broad variety of
assumptions must be made (the following elaboration,
therefore, must be explicitly understood as a rough
estimation).
 The still allowed GHG-emissions of 5 Gt/a in 2050 are
divided equally between natural gas (equal shares for
electricity, heat and other) and crude oil (equal shares
for mobility and other).
 The use of coal is out-phased and substituted by
electricity provided by renewables sources of energy.
 Nuclear power production stays constant in comparison
to the previous scenario.
 Hydroelectric power generation additionally increases
by 25 % compared to the forecast in Fig. 11. Additional
hydroelectric power generation is used to directly
substitute electricity from fossil fuel-based power
plants.
 Including higher shares of renewables demands for
more frequent use of energy storage. This use again is
assumed to have an efficiency of 75 % (estimated
average across all storage technologies available and
under operation in 2050). Electricity from renewables
other than hydro power therefore substitutes electricity
from fossil-based power plants by a factor of 0.75.
 Using renewables to meet mobility demand relates to a
shift of mobility structures. The still usable oil can be
utilized in aviation, shipping and heavy-duty vehicles.
The demand (for these types of transport) which goes
beyond that, is met through the generation of synthetic
fuels. It is assumed, that 20 % of the remaining
mobility demand is met by such fuels with an
efficiency for the conversion of electrical energy to
chemical energy of 35 %. The additional 80 % are met
by electro-mobility. Direct electric mobility needs less
primary energy as conventional engine driven mobility,
because in combustion engines large shares of the used
primary energy (mostly oil) are lost due to the engine’s
efficiency (which is assumed to be 33 %).
 Including renewable sources of energy within the
heating sector leads to additional implications. It is
assumed that 60 % of the heat demand will be met by
using heat pump technology (with an overall
coefficient of power of 4), 25 % is met by generating
and using synthetic gas (with a process efficiency for
gas production of 50 %) and 15 % of the overall heat
demand is met by using electricity directly.
 Meeting the demand for “Other” (Fig. 6 and Fig. 12)
through electricity from renewable power plants is
assumed to be one-to-one. Due to the lack of a
definable efficiency for conversion, this constitutes the
best guess.
These assumptions result in an overall renewable
power production (mostly wind and photovoltaics) of
nearly 126 PWh/a (including renewable heat and mobility
shares) related to the year 2050. Due to the fact, that
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renewable power would than mostly rely on producing
electricity, the global share of electrical energy as an
energy carrier would increase to roughly 82 % of which
nearly 88 % would be based on renewable energies (other
than hydroelectric power generation). Fig. 14 shows the
overall shares of primary energy by fuel and sector.
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Figure 15. Top-down development of renewable energies and the
overall energy supply system

5.2. Consequences

Figure 14. Shares of total global primary energy consumption
(167 PWh) in 2050 needed to be compliant with global climate
goals (top-down)

To supply such a massive amount of energy from
renewable power plants, global installed capacities would
have to amount to roughly 33 TW of photovoltaic systems
(providing 66 PWh/a), 19.2 TW of wind power plants
(providing 48 PWh/a) and 1.2 TW of other renewable
electricity generation facilities providing 6 PWh/a
(assuming global mean full load hours of 2 000 h/a for
photovoltaics, 2 500 h/a for wind power and 5 000 h/a for
power provision from other renewable sources of energy).
These capacity calculations assume that photovoltaic
power production exceeds that of wind power plants so
that renewable electricity generation is divided upon
photovoltaics, wind power and others in shares of 55 %,
40 % and 5 %.
The necessary development is shown in Fig. 15.
Electricity production from power plants based on
renewable energies must be drastically increased to reach
the described shares of roughly 81 %. Consequential, the
GHG emissions drop substantially, and reach 5 Gt/a.
Such a massive expansion of the use of renewable
sources of energy would only be possible, if in the near
future a kind of collective global realization of climate
change threats leads to far-reaching political decisions,
additionally boosting the expansion of the use of
renewable energies and also the expansion of technologies
that would enable the amount of sector coupling necessary
to allow renewable based electricity to replace fossil fuels
in different sectors (the additional expansion of nuclear
power is not considered here, due to its high cost, high
riskiness and unresolved issues concerning nuclear waste
repositories; additionally, possible technological leaps –
e.g. getting nuclear fusion to work – are also not
considered as a realistic option for those time horizons).

Even though, it is not the scope of this paper to decide,
how realistic such a development is, such an advanced
expansion would lead to extensive implications for global
energy supply system structures. Therefore, below an
overview to different challenges arising from such strongly
increasing shares of renewable power production are
discussed.
Electricity system. The expansion of renewable power
plants will increasingly challenge electricity supply
systems globally. Thereby it is mostly irrelevant, whether
the specific energy system is developing (i.e. energy
demand is rising and there is a net increase of power
production) or transforming (i.e. there is no considerable
change in overall energy demand, but the used energy
sources are switched from fossil to renewable). Anyway,
the resulting system will have to include several aspects, to
cope with increasing shares of (fluctuating) renewable
energies.
The power production of photovoltaic and wind power
plants is characterized by strong fluctuations and
additionally relies strongly on the availability of solar
radiation and high wind speeds, respectively. Therefore, it
will become increasingly important for electricity systems
to flexibly react upon those increasingly prevailing
fluctuations and availability uncertainties. This leads to
several implications, that will make future electricity
systems differ from today’s. Some of them are discussed
below.
 The overall power supply system needs to become
increasingly flexible. For example, the thermal power
plants must operate with higher load gradients and a
wider range of operational states. Such an improvement
of the flexibility of the overall power production can be
reached by different approaches. Concerning renewable
power production, among others it is very important to
increase forecast quality even further to secure the
highest possible plannability of renewable power
output. Additionally, power plants providing the
residual load (i.e. the load not covered by fluctuation
sources like wind and solar) must be upgraded and
new-built plants have to be prepared for flexible power
production implicitly. This will most likely result in
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operation with higher load gradients and fewer full load
hours [26]. Due the fact that these thermal power plants
are not operated by fossil fuel energy any more this is
true for conversion units using e.g. demolition and
residual wood, organic waste fractions from the food
processing industry, domestic waste and other similar
fuels.
 Fluctuations must be spatially and temporally balanced
by either increased transmission capability (i.e.,
expansion of electricity grids related to capacity and
covering) and/or large-scale storage systems (i.e.,
expansion of system wide storage capacity). Spatial
balancing / compensation can be achieved through
strong electricity grids with high transmission
capabilities and a high degree of crosslinking. Those
structures allow for energy harnessing in high potential
regions (e.g., coastal areas for high wind power
production) independent of the location of high demand
regions; but the installation of such an infrastructure is
very costly. For energy supply systems in countries
with developing demand structures, it might also be
possible, to locate high consumption facilities close to
high yield areas, but all in all, enough transmission
capabilities seem indispensable; this is basically a
precondition to close the gap between areas most
promising for energy provision and the huge demand
centers. Temporal balancing is another important issue.
Diurnal patterns of solar power production as well as
the stochastic behavior of wind energy supply demands
for the possibility to store energy for a timely shifted
use. Several storage technologies are already state of
the art like pumped-storage power plants and
electrochemical battery storages; beside this, these
concepts are under ongoing improvement and
additional approaches are researched in depth (e.g.,
compressed air storages). The main focus is to find cost
efficient concepts with the ability to store sufficient
amounts of energy for a certain period of time. Thus,
storage systems – either "real" storage like pumped
hydropower stations or battery systems or "virtual"
storage concepts like virtual power plants or sector
coupling with e.g. the heat sector – are needed
necessarily. Such storage systems can be realized on
the small scale in clearly decentralized structures as
well as within large scale systems helping to stabilize
the overall supply system; most likely both approaches
are needed within a fully integrated system expected in
the years to come. Strong grid structures reduce the
need for energy storage, because weather effects partly
compensate over larger areas. Therefore, spatial and
temporal compensation of fluctuation should be
considered in combination.
 The demand side must become increasingly flexible; a
key measure to achieve this goal is that the customer
can benefit from the strongly volatile prices to be
expected due to this development. The overarching
goal is to make the demand increasingly more flexible
and controllable. There are numerous options. For
example, the operation of selected time-flexible
industrial processes could follow the power production
from renewable sources (i.e. increasing electricity
demand while electricity provision from renewable
energies is high and reducing it, while production is
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low). Additionally, some energy consuming
applications show intrinsic storage effects (e.g., electro
thermal applications with large thermal masses like
houses with large surface area heating or cooling
devices), which also enable demand flexibility. Thus, to
completely reduce GHG emissions using mainly wind
and photovoltaic systems, the rest of the energy system
will have to be considered too.
Overall energy system. In addition to the implications
for the electricity system, there will be some major
implications for the overall energy system. Because most
conversion systems using renewable sources of energy
provide electrical energy as an output, it will be
increasingly important to couple the power production
system to other energy systems respectively other energy
sectors (i.e. sector coupling). If for GHG-reduction reasons
large amounts of oil and gas are substituted by electrical
energy from renewable sources in the years to come, the
demand that was formerly met by those fossil fuels must
be met by electricity in the future (this was the basis of the
system adaptation for high renewable shares in Fig. 14).
One example for this kind of sector coupling is power-toheat – the transformation of electrical energy to thermal
energy in order to fulfil heat demand especially during
winter time. This can be achieved by utilizing heat-pumps,
which use the energy of low temperature sources (e.g., air,
soil, groundwater) and increase its temperature to a
technically useable level with the help of electrical energy.
Heat pumps can supply thermal energy several factors
larger than the input electricity amount and thus constitute
a highly efficient way of sector coupling. Due to thermal
storage effects of buildings such heat pump systems
additionally help to flexibly react to renewable power
production fluctuations. Power-to-heat can additionally be
implemented as highly flexible direct electric heating, to
solely use electricity for heating purposes, when a surplus
of renewable energy would otherwise be prevailing.
Another way of sector coupling, which directly
substitutes fossil fuels, lies in the power-to-gas and powerto-liquid technology. Both processes start with using
electricity and water to produce hydrogen by electrolysis.
This hydrogen can either be used directly or transformed
to other forms of energy carriers. A direct use
(instantaneously or after storage) would constitute the
most efficient way, but there are practical issues
(storability, existing non hydrogen-based infrastructure in
many parts of the world) that hinder the implementation of
a pure hydrogen infrastructure (regions with still
developing energy demand might be able to directly
implement a more hydrogen-based energy supply,
provided reasonable costs of implementation and therefore
reduced overall system cost). To evade these problems,
additional processes are used to turn hydrogen into e.g.
methane (power-to-gas) or a liquid energy carrier (powerto-liquid) by adding CO2. After such a further treatment
they can be used in already existing infrastructure and with
existing technology. The liquid fuels can fulfil all
specifications of currently used fuels and are therefore able
to directly substitute those fossil-based fuels and be used
in e.g. aviation. Both – power-to-gas and the power-toliquid – processes show rather low overall efficiencies.
Therefore, a direct use of electricity should be the
preferred solution. E-mobility offers that kind of solution.
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By either being directly grid connected (rail-based
transport) or by using mobile batteries (electricity-based
individual mobility) that feed an electric motor, electricity
can directly power the engine of vehicles and therefore
help to reduce the demand for fossil fuels within the
transport sector. For global scale implementation, a
reliable and sustainable battery technology would therefore
be needed. Nevertheless, there might always be some
cases, in which liquid fuels with a high energy density are
needed, which might not be possible for battery systems
(e.g. aviation). Therefore, it is most likely that no single
technology will help to master the stated challenges but
rather a mixture of different approaches and technologies.
6. Conclusion
Trends in global population and prosperity
development will most likely lead to a significant further
increase of global primary energy demand in the years to
come. Having in mind the increasingly drastic effects of
global climate change, it is necessary, that this rising
primary energy demand will be met by the utilization of
basically GHG-emission free renewable energies. In this
context, two different scenarios for the development of the
global primary energy supply system – especially focusing
on renewable energies – have been elaborated and
discussed.
As a basis for these development scenarios, the current
status of primary energy demand (2016) was discussed in
chapter 3 and a forecast for the year 2050 has been
developed. Based on this, first, a bottom-up approach was
presented in chapter 4, progressively extrapolating the
current trends and developments on providing useable
energy based on renewable sources of energy until 2050.
Due to falling prices, photovoltaics and wind power will
be the dominant technologies of renewable energies in the
decades to come. However, the main energy carriers will
be natural gas and crude oil in this scenario (providing
roughly 60 % of the global primary energy); i.e. most of
the the world’s energy demand will be served by fossil
fuels (roughly 75 % in total). Thus, as a matter of fact,
based on the currently ongoing developments the
challenging GHG reduction goals cannot be met by the
year 2050.
In contrast to the bottom-up approach presented in
chapter 4, a top-down scenario has been developed and
discussed in chapter 5. To be compliant with the overall
goals of the Paris climate agreement a total of roughly
5 Gt/a of GHG emissions are still allowed in the year
2050; this overarching goal must be achieved within this
scenario. This goal in view, a new share of renewable
energy carriers has been calculated, summing up to
roughly 84 % of total primary energy by 2050. Although,
the global population’s demand for usable energy was kept
constant, this scenario implied a reduction of the global
primary energy demand due to the direct use of electricity
from renewable energy sources (and thus a reduction of
overall energy conversion losses; i.e., electricity from e.g.
wind power and solar radiation is treated directly as
primary energy).
Both pathways (bottom-up as well as the top-down
approach) are again shown in Fig 16. Clearly recognizable
are the different developments for the expansion of energy

provision from renewable sources (dashed/dotted lines).
There it becomes obvious that the top-down approach
enforced basically by the Paris agreement would require a
very strong expansion of power plants based on renewable
energies within the next decades. And to achieve such a
development much stronger political measures need to be
implemented as already in force today – and such a
development needs to be implemented by basically all
countries globally.
Even though, these development and expansion paths
are merely estimations of possible (and necessary)
developments for the future and do not necessarily have to
turn out exactly as described, they show that on the one
hand it is quite obvious that some major transformations
are about to occur in global energy systems; on the other
hand, the estimations suggest, that a substantial increase in
efforts from politics and industry – as well as from the
customers – concerning the expansion of renewable
energies would be needed globally, to be able to meet
global climate goals.
High income countries with already high energy
demand will have to successively replace power plants
operating with fossil fuels by power supply technologies
based
on
renewable
energies.
Simultaneously,
transmission capabilities must be strengthened, storage
systems must be installed, demand must become more
flexible and energy sectors must become increasingly
intertwined. Low income countries will have to align
growth of their energy system with being climate-neutral
and must incorporate mostly (or only) technology based on
renewable energies in their growing energy supply
structures.
With an increasing share of fluctuating electricity
related to the overall electricity provision more and more
technical and organizational measures need to be
implemented to allow for a stable electricity and thus also
energy supply system. Fig. 17 illustrates the necessary and
partly already ongoing transformation processes. The
historical structure of electricity supply from the large
power plants down to consumers will increasingly develop
into a more and more integrated energy provision
structure. Industry and private end consumers are
increasingly interacting with the distribution structures and
the conventional power plants based on fossil fuels are
being successively reduced while more and more power
plants based on renewable energies are installed. In
addition to that, due to more and more volatile renewable
energy infeed, the historical load following operation is
not further suitable, a flexibilization of electricity demand
and integration of further flexibility measures to respond to
increasingly fluctuating power generation is needed.
The historically independent view of electricity,
heating and mobility markets must transform into an
integrative optimization of all (sub-) energy markets in the
entire energy system, taking advantage of possible crosssector synergy effects. If the perspective of optimizing the
energy system, sets in the short to medium term – and a
practical alternative to this is not recognizable – solutions
for the resulting challenges need to be found as part of this
paradigm shift; first ideas and approaches are already
visible. Thus, decisions to be taken today about the further
development of the electricity system should take care
about this development and the resulting necessities to
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sectors for heating, mobility and other uses, to allow for
widespread decarbonization (concerning fossil carbon) in
order to achieve the set climate goals. For these paths to be
followed accordingly a coordinated global effort from both
politics and industry would be necessary; this has to be
supported by the customers. Mastering these overall tasks
is truly challenging but nevertheless not impossible.
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maximize the exploitation of possible synergy effects in
the future.
From a global perspective, about 80 % of the primary
energy demand must be met by renewable energies in
2050 (which will primarily be supplied as electricity) to be
compliant with the climate goals agreed on within the
Paris agreement. In addition to being used as such, this
electricity must be integrated across the various energy
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Figure 16. Possible development of primary energy demand until 2050 for bottom-up and top-down scenarios for renewable energy
expansion ([17] and own calculation)
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ﺗﺼﺪر ﺑﺪﻋﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ

ﺍﻠﻤﺠﻠﺔ ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻧﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ
اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺔ اﻷردﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﯿﻜﺎﻧﯿﻜﯿﺔ واﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﯿﺔ :ﻣﺠﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻤﯿﺔ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﺤﻜﻤﺔ ﺗﺼدرﻋﻦ
اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﮭﺎﺷﻤﯿﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻌﺎون ﻣﻊ ﺻﻨﺪوق دﻋﻢ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ واﻻﺑﺘﻜﺎر -وزارة اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻲ
واﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻷردن.

ﻫﻴﺌﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺮﻳﺮ
ر ﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺘﺤﺮﯾﺮ
اﻷﺳﺘﺎذ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺳﺎﻣﻲ اﻷﺷﮭﺐ

ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ رﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺘﺤﺮﯾﺮ
اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر اﺣﻤﺪ اﻟﻤﻘﺪ ادي
اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻣﮭﻨﺪ ﺟﺮﯾﺴﺎت

ﺍﻷﻋﻀﺎء

اﻻﺳﺘﺎذ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻣﺤﻤﺪ اﻟﻮدﯾﺎن

اﻷﺳﺘﺎذ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر طﺎرق اﻟﻌﺰب
ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﺑﻠﻘﺎء اﻟﺗطﺑﯾﻘﯾﺔ

ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻌﻠوم واﻟﺗﻛﻧوﻟوﺟﯾﺎ اﻻردﻧﯾﺔ

اﻻﺳﺘﺎذ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﺟﻤﺎل ﺟﺎﺑﺮ

اﻻﺳﺘﺎذ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺗﯿﺴﯿﺮ ھﯿﺎﺟﻨﮫ
ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻭﻡ ﻭﺍﻟﺗﻛﻧﻭﻟﻭﺟﻳﺎ ﺍﻻﺭﺩﻧﻳﺔ

ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﺑﻠﻘﺎء اﻟﺗطﺑﯾﻘﯾﺔ

اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻋﻠﻲ ﺟﻮارﻧﮫ

اﻷﺳﺘﺎذ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻣﺤﻤﺪ اﻟﻄﺎھﺎت

اﻟﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﮭﺎﺷﻣﯾﺔ

ﺍﻟﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺍﻻﺭﺩﻧﻳﺔ

ﻓﺮﻳـﻖ ﺍﻟﺪﻋــﻢ
ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺮﺭ ﺍﻟﻟﻐﻮﻱ

ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﻭﺇﺧﺮﺍﺝ

ﺍﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮﺭ ﺑﻜﺮ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﻨﻲ ﺧﻴﺮ

ﻡ  .ﻋﻠﻲ ﺃﺑﻮ ﺳﻠﻴﻤﺔ

ﺗﺮﺳﻞ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﻮﺙ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻮﺍﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ

ﺭﺋﻴﺲ ﺗﺤﺮﻳﺮ ﺍﻠﻤﺠﻠﺔ ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻧﻴﺔ ﻟﻟﻬﻨﺪﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ
ﺍﻟﺠﺍﻤﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻬﺍﺷﻤﻴﺔ
ﻛﻠﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﻬﻧﺩﺳﺔ
ﻗﺳﻡ ﺍﻟﻬﻧﺩﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻣﻳﻛﺎﻧﻳﻛﻳﺔ
ﺍﻟﺰﺭﻗﺍء  -ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻥ
ﻫﺎﺗﻒ  00962 5 3903333 :ﻓﺭﻋﻲ 4147

Email: jjmie@hu.edu.jo
Website: www.jjmie.hu.edu.jo

